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Abstract

There are growing concerns that algorithms, which increasingly make or influence impor-
tant decisions pertaining to individuals, might produce outcomes that discriminate against
protected groups. We study such fairness concerns in the context of a two-sided market, where
there are two sets of agents, and each agent has preferences over the other set. The goal is pro-
ducing a matching between the sets. Throughout this work, we use the example of matching
medical residents (who we call “doctors”) to hospitals. This setting has been the focus of a rich
body of work. The seminal work of Gale and Shapley formulated a stability desideratum, and
showed that a stable matching always exists and can be found in polynomial time.

With fairness concerns in mind, it is natural to ask: might a stable matching be discrim-
inatory towards some of the doctors? How can we obtain a fair matching? The question is
interesting both when hospital preferences might be discriminatory, and also when each hos-
pital’s preferences are fair.

We study this question through the lens of metric-based fairness notions (Dwork et al. [ITCS
2012] and Kim et al. [ITCS 2020]). We formulate appropriate definitions of fairness and stability
in the presence of a similarity metric, and ask: does a fair and stable matching always exist?
Can such a matching be found in polynomial time? Can classical Gale-Shapley algorithms find
such a matching? Our contributions are as follows:

• Composition failures for classical algorithms. We show that composing the Gale-Shapley
algorithm with fair hospital preferences can produce blatantly unfair outcomes.

• New algorithms for finding fair and stable matchings. Our main technical contributions
are efficient new algorithms for finding fair and stable matchings when: (i) the hospitals’
preferences are fair, and (ii) the fairness metric satisfies a strong “proto-metric” condi-
tion: the distance between every two doctors is either zero or one. In particular, these
algorithms also show that, in this setting, fairness and stability are compatible.

• Barriers for finding fair and stable matchings in the general case. We show that if the
hospital preferences can be unfair, or if the metric fails to satisfy the proto-metric condi-
tion, then no algorithm in a natural class can find a fair and stable matching. The natural
class includes the classical Gale-Shapley algorithms and our new algorithms.
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1 Introduction

Algorithms are increasingly influencing or replacing human decision-makers in several sensitive
domains, including the criminal justice system, online advertising, and medical risk prediction.
Along with the benefits of automated decision-making, there is also a potential risk of discrim-
ination towards groups of individuals, which might be illegal or unethical [O’n16, Bog19]. Ex-
amples for unintended but harmful behavior have been shown to happen in algorithms that
allocate resources in domains such as online advertising [ASB+19, Tob19], healthcare systems
[OPVM19, RHH+18], and more.

Many resource allocation problems, such as online advertising and assigning hospitals to medi-
cal students for residency, can be viewed as two-sided markets. In this setting, there are two sets
of agents, that both have preferences over the other set. We seek a matching: a symmetric al-
location in which every member from the first set is matched to a member of the other set (ads
to users, drivers to customers, hospitals to students). A well-studied desideratum for such two-
sided matchings is stability [GS62]. A matching is stable only if it leaves no pair of agents on
opposite sides of the market who are not matched to each other, but would both prefer to be. In
their seminal work, Gale and Shapley [GS62] proved that in two-sided markets a stable matching
always exists and can be found efficiently using a simple procedure known as the Gale-Shapley al-
gorithm. Stability represents the incentive to participate in the matching, i.e., no unmatched pair
can both improve their situation by being matched to each other. This problem was introduced
by [GS62] and has been studied broadly, see e.g. the books by Roth and Sotomayor [RS92], by
Knuth [Knu97], and by Gusfield and Irving [GI89]. In particular, Roth [Rot84, Rot86] studied the
real-world setting of matching medical residents to hospitals. We use this as a running example
throughout our work.

There are many instances, however, where we may seek to look beyond utility-based desiderata
such as stability. Suppose, for example, in the problem of assigning hospitals for residency, that
given two equally-qualified residents, the preferences of some hospitals are discriminatory, e.g.,
they display a preference towards residents who don’t live in certain neighborhoods, or residents
without children. In this case, a stable matching may be undesirable. Our goal is preventing
discrimination in the two-sided matching setting, where we match individuals to resources such
as hospitals, ads, or schools. The emerging literature about algorithmic fairness typically focuses
on one-sided allocation problems (e.g., supervised learning). The two-sided setting is unique in
that we have two sets of agents, both of which have preferences over the other side. Studying
fairness in the context of two-sided markets is well-motivated since many of the the resource
allocation problems captured by two-sided markets have high stakes for the individuals involved.

1.1 This Work: Fair and Stable Matchings

We would like the matching to be both fair and stable. This requires appropriate definitions of
fairness and of stability. In this work, we embark on a study of this question; we set out to present
such definitions and study when and how fairness and stability can be compatible.

A fundamental prerequisite is a notion of what makes a given allocation fair. We build on the
approach of individual fairness (IF) [DHP+12], which assumes the existence of a task-specific sim-
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ilarity metric that measures how “similar” two individuals are (say, how similarly qualified they
are). We would like to ensure that the eventual allocation satisfies preference-informed individual
fairness (PIIF) [KKRY20], which roughly means that there is no envy between similar individuals
(i.e., a doctor i1 will not prefer the outcome that a similarly qualified doctor i2 receives). In the
case where similar doctors have the same preferences, a fair deterministic solution does not exist.
Thus, we focus on finding a fair distribution over matchings.

In this work, we begin to chart the landscape of fair and stable matchings in the context of two-sided
markets. Specifically, our contributions are:

• Fair hospitals might arrive at unfair allocations. Our exploration builds on an important
but counter-intuitive result. We show that even when the hospitals’ preferences satisfy a
very strong notion of fairness (strong indifference between equally-qualified candidates),
running the classic Gale-Shapley algorithm is not guaranteed to result in a fair allocation.
This can be seen as a failure of composition: even when the inputs to an algorithm are “fair”,
the result may not be. Composition has previously been highlighted as a challenge in the
context of designing fair algorithms [DI18]. This stands in stark contrast to e.g. the landscape
around privacy (where differential privacy enjoys graceful composition properties, facilitating
the design of complex private algorithms using private “building blocks”).

• New algorithms assuming fair preferences and “simple” metrics: Our main technical con-
tribution is a strong positive result establishing that fairness and stability are compatible,
when (i) the preferences of the hospitals are fair, and (ii) we place strong assumptions on the
structure of the similarity metric defining fairness. Specifically, our results hold for a class of
similarity metrics that we refer to as “proto-metrics”, in which the distances between every
pair of individuals must be either zero or one. Importantly, we show that not only do fair
and stable solutions exist, but they can be found efficiently: we provide new algorithms,
inspired by the Gale-Shapley algorithm, which obtain fair and stable solutions.

• Barriers for compatibility in the general case. A natural question is whether the assump-
tions that the hospital preferences must be fair and that the metric must be “simple” are
necessary. We provide a partial answer by demonstrating a rich class of natural algorithms
(extending our algorithms and the original Gale-Shapley algorithm), and proving no algo-
rithm in this class can guarantee a fair and stable solution if either assumption is removed.

• New notions of stability. The above barrier results require formalizing new notions of sta-
bility for this more general setting. We aim to formalize notions of stability that provide
a reasonable guarantee for the hospitals without being trivially incompatible with fairness.
For example, if the hospital that is preferred by all the doctors has discriminatory prefer-
ences, it might be the case that every stable matching is blatantly unfair. Similar situations
can arise even when the hospital preferences are fair, if the metric is not a proto-metric. Thus
we aim for a relaxed goal, which we find suitable for this setting: obtaining a fair matching
where no hospital prefers any fair alternative to the allocation it received in the matching.
Formalizing this intuition presents several subtleties. Thus, we present two definitions, one
for the case of unfair preferences and a proto-metric, and a weaker definition for the case of
general metrics (we use this weaker definition in our negative results).
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1.2 Related Work

Our work bridges the established literature on matchings, originating in the seminal work of Gale
and Shapley [GS62], and the emerging literature on algorithmic fairness, which seeks to formalize
and mitigate discrimination in algorithmic decision-making systems [BS16]. The latter has fo-
cused on formalizing and studying different notions of fairness, and understanding the tensions
between them and possible “accuracy” based desiderata [Cho17, KMR16, HPS16]. One popular
approach to quantifying unfairness are group-based definitions, in which the objective is equal-
izing some statistic across a fixed collection of “protected” groups. In this work we build on a
different approach, using the notion of preference-informed individual fairness [KKRY20], which
combines the individual-based fairness notion proposed in [DHP+12] with the notion of envy
freeness from game theory [Fol67, Var74]. Recent work [DI18] has considered the question of
composition in the context of fairness, showing that fairness may fail to compose in a variety of
settings. Our results complement their findings by demonstrating such failures may also occur for
a natural and widely popular algorithm.

Fairness has also been studied previously in the context of two-sided matchings. [GI89] intro-
duced the equitable stable marriage problem, where the objective is to minimize (across stable match-
ings) the difference between the sum of rankings of each set over their matches. This implies
avoiding unequal degrees of happiness among the two sides, and [GKT+15] showed an algorithm
that finds such a solution. This is motivated by the fact that stable matchings are in general not
unique (in fact, their number could even be exponential in the size of the sets [Knu97, Thu02]),
and that the algorithm introduced by [GS62] finds the optimal stable matching for one of the sets
and the worst stable matching for the other. Our approach is inherently different in that we seek a
matching that is fair within one of the sets rather than across sets. [FMS21] studied the problem of
finding an allocation that satisfies envy-freeness up to one good (EF1), for both sets simultaneously.
This is a relaxation of the classic notion of envy-freeness, that requires that any pairwise envy can
be eliminated by removing a single item from the envied agent’s allocation. This formulation is
similar to ours in that it tries to guarantee fairness for each set separately. However, our work is
conceptually different in that we consider metric-based fairness requirements as well as our focus
on the compatibility between fairness and stability, and technically different because in the one-to-
one setting that we study the EF1 objective becomes vacuous. Finally, [SBZ+19] study the problem
of matching drivers to passengers in ride-hailing platforms, trying to achieve equal income for the
drivers. We focus on a different fairness notion, that is appropriate when the preferences of the
individuals are potentially diverse.

1.3 Defining Fairness and Stability

We focus on an asymmetric setting, such as assigning hospitals to medical students for residency.
Usually in this problem each hospital can be assigned to multiple residents. For simplicity, we
focus on the setting where each hospital is assigned to a single resident. We refer to the medical
students as doctors. We want to guarantee fairness for the doctors and stability, to be defined, for
the hospitals. Since the resources are limited and sometimes multiple individuals want a single re-
source, a deterministic fair solution does not always exist. Thus, we focus on finding probabilistic
solutions where the allocation is a distribution over matchings.
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1.3.1 Fairness Requirements

To enforce fairness, we assume that we are given an unbiased similarity metric for the doctors.
We wish to ensure a metric-based fairness guarantee such as individual fairness (IF) [DHP+12],
that is, similar individuals should have a similar outcome. For instance, the metric can represent
differences in the GPA of medical students. Then, students with a GPA of 5.0 should be assigned to
a prestigious hospital with the same probability, and students with a GPA of 4.0 can be assigned
to that prestigious hospital with a lower probability. However, sometimes similar individuals
have different preferences, e.g., students with the same GPA can prefer different hospitals for
reasons such as geographic location or specialization in a particular field. In that case, we want to
allow these similar individuals to have different outcomes. Thus, we find that preference-informed
individual fairness (PIIF) [KKRY20] is a more appropriate fairness notion. PIIF is a relaxation of two
fairness requirements: (1) individual fairness; and (2) envy freeness. Envy freeness (EF) requires
that no individual prefers the outcome of another individual over their own outcome. In PIIF,
we allow deviations from EF, i.e., we allow for an individual i to envy the outcome of another
individual j, conditioned on the fact that j’s outcome can be changed by no more than the distance
between i and j to an outcome that i will not envy. We allow deviations from IF, so long as they
are in line with individuals’ preferences.

Our focus: proto-metrics. In many of our results, we focus on the special case where the metric
is a proto-metric: the distances between all the doctors are either 0 or 1. In this setting, the doctors
are divided into clusters of similar doctors. PIIF means that we require envy-freeness between
the doctors in each cluster. However, there are no constraints on the allocations of doctors from
different clusters. We focus on this setting throughout the introduction, except in Section 1.6.

To compare the preferences of the doctors within each cluster, we use stochastic domination. We say
one distribution stochastically dominates another if, for every outcome, the probability of getting
this outcome or a better one is lower-bounded by the corresponding probability in the other dis-
tribution. See Definition 2.3 for a formal definition of stochastic domination. In the presence of a
proto-metric, a PIIF allocation implies that each doctor’s allocation stochastically dominates the
allocation of any other doctor in its cluster.

We find that there are natural settings where the restriction to proto-metrics is reasonable. For
example, consider a setting where hospitals are only allowed to distinguish between medical stu-
dents based on a specialization in their medical studies, e.g., neurology, cardiology, etc.1 Different
hospitals may prefer different specializations. A proto-metric can partition the candidates based
on their specialization (one could also add merit-based sub-categories within each specialization).

1.3.2 Fair Hospital Preferences

We distinguish between two scenarios: (1) Hospitals have fair preferences over the doctors. For
instance, we allow a hospital to prefer some doctors over others because they have a higher GPA or
good grades in a particular topic but not because they do not have children or belong to a specific

1For example, in the current Israeli system, hospitals are not allowed to express preferences over the medical stu-
dents [BHA+15]. Allowing hospitals to have fair preferences, even in a limited way, could improve outcomes for the
hospitals.
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ethnic group. The fairness requirement for the hospitals’ preferences can be formalized in different
ways (see below). For now, we emphasize that, even if we impose strict fairness requirements on
the individual hospitals’ preferences, our results show that obtaining a fair and stable solution
can be far from trivial. (2) Hospital preferences might be discriminatory. This case is interesting
since decision-makers can be discriminatory, e.g., because of biased data or prejudice. Finding a
fair and stable solution in the presence of unfair hospital preferences is even more challenging (in
particular, it is not clear how to define stability), see Section 1.6.

Requiring fair hospital preferences is an assumption or restriction on the input to the algorithm
that attempts to find a fair and stable allocation (the algorithm’s input is the preferences of the
doctors and the hospitals). We find the restriction to be natural and well motivated: if our goal
is finding a matching that is fair to the doctors, it makes sense to ask the hospitals to indicate
fair preferences. As remarked above, even under strong fairness restrictions on the hospitals’
preferences, finding a fair and stable matching is challenging.

Our focus: strictly fair hospital preferences. Focusing on the proto-metric setting (see above),
we formalize a strong notion of strictly individually fair hospital preferences: each hospital can have
arbitrary (deterministic) preferences over the clusters, but must be completely indifferent between
every two doctors that are in the same cluster.

To reason about the (metric-based) fairness of a hospital’s preferences, we view them as probabilis-
tic, i.e., a distribution over ordinal preferences. Strictly IF preferences induce such a distribution,
where the “external” ordering of the clusters is deterministic, and the “internal” ordering within
each cluster is a uniformly random permutation of the doctors (the random internal ordering cap-
tures indifference between doctors in the same cluster).2

Beyond strictly IF preferences. Strict IF is a strong restriction or assumption on the hospitals’
preferences. This makes our negative results (the failure of the classic Gale Shapley algorithms)
stronger: the algorithms fail even under the strong restriction on hospital preferences. For positive
results, showing an algorithm that works given a more relaxed notion of fair preferences (even in
the proto-metric setting) is an interesting question for future work.

More generally, we could hope to design algorithms that work with fair hospital preferences under
general metrics, or with completely unfair hospital preferences. This raises subtle difficulties in the
definition of stability and encounters natural barriers, see Section 1.6.

1.3.3 Stability Requirements

The uniform distribution over all outcomes is always trivially fair. However, in addition to fairness
for the doctors, we want some guarantee for the hospitals. Stability is one such guarantee, which
has been studied extensively in the classical setting, with deterministic allocations and without
fairness constraints. The classical stability guarantee ensures that there are no “blocking pairs”.
That is, there are no pairs of a hospital and a doctor that prefer each other over their match and

2We note that while strict IF could also be captured with deterministic preferences that allow ties, as was considered
in [Irv94, Kis14], reasoning about preferences as distributions over ordinal preference lists allows extensions to other
notions of fair preferences, as well general metrics.
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are not matched. We extend this notion to the setting where there are fairness constraints, and the
allocations are probabilistic.

Our focus: stability under proto metrics, strictly IF hospital preferences. For the case of a proto-
metric and strict IF hospital preferences, there is a natural extension to the classical notion of sta-
bility. We say that a (probabilistic) allocation is unstable if there is a matching with non-zero prob-
ability under the probabilistic allocation, where there exists a blocking pair (d, h) that (strongly)
prefer each other over their match. We remark that, since we assume the hospital preferences are
strictly IF, this can only happen if the doctor d and the doctor who is matched to the hospital h
(denote them d′), are in different clusters (otherwise h, whose preferences are strictly IF, will not
prefer d to d′).

For instance, suppose there two clusters i = {i1, i2} and j = {j1, j2}, such that hospital h prefers
cluster i over cluster j, and doctor i1 prefers hospital h over any other hospital. Assume a proba-
bilistic allocation where, for some matching in the support, hospital h is matched to j1. The pair h
and i1 form a blocking pair, since they strongly prefer each other over their match. On the other
hand, even if hospital h is matched to doctor i2 in every matching in the support, hospital h and
doctor i1 do not form a blocking pair, since hospital h does not have a strong preference between
doctors i2 and i1 (since they are in the same cluster).

Approximate stability. For a probabilistic allocation, we can relax the stability requirement by
allowing a blocking pair to occur with small probability. The probability is over the choice of a
matching drawn from the probabilistic allocation. We say that an allocation is τ-approximately
stable if the probability that no blocking pair occurs is at least (1− τ) .

Beyond proto-metrics and fair preferences. Defining an appropriate notion of stability under
unfair hospital preferences or general metrics is considerably more challenging. We provide a
definition for unfair hospital preferences in the presence of a proto-metric. We also formalize a
minimal weak stability requirement for general metrics (we use this requirement to show negative
results). See Sections 1.6.1 and 1.6.3.

1.4 Fair Preferences Do Not Guarantee a Fair Allocation

Focusing on the setting of a proto-metric and strictly IF hospital preferences, a natural way to
achieve stability and fairness is to use the probabilistic form of strict IF preferences (see Section
1.3.2), sample the hospitals’ preferences and run the Gale-Shapley algorithm over these sampled
preferences. The probabilistic allocation is the random variable defined by this procedure. In
Section 4, we show that while this produces a stable probabilistic allocation, it can lead to unfair
outcomes, even when the hospital preferences are themselves strictly IF.

To explain this negative result, we first present the Gale-Shapley algorithm. The algorithm is not
symmetric: one of the sets is the proposing set, and the other is the accepting set. Here we present
the variant where the doctors are the proposing set: At the initialization, no doctor is matched.
The algorithm terminates when each doctor is matched to a hospital. Until then, at each round, an
unmatched doctor d is chosen arbitrarily. This doctor d proposes to a hospital h, where d chooses
h as the most preferred hospital that did not reject it yet. Then, hospital h has to decide whether
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to accept doctor d or reject it. If hospital h is unmatched too, it will always accept. If hospital h is
already matched to a doctor d′, it will accept only if it prefers doctor d over doctor d′. Otherwise,
it will reject. If hospital h accepts doctor d, it rejects doctor d′.

Theorem 1.1 (Running Gale-Shapley over fair preferences Gale-Shapley over fair preferences does
not guarantee fairness (informal)). The algorithm that generates a probabilistic allocation by sampling
hospital preferences from a strict individually fair distribution and running the Gale-Shapley algorithm
over the sampled preferences is not fair.

Proof sketch. Consider the example of three doctors i1, i2, j, three hospitals A, B, C, and the proto-
metric d, where d(i1, i2) = 0 and d(i1, j) = d(i2, j) = 1. The doctor preferences are

A �i1 B �i1 C, A �i2 C �i2 B, C �j A �j B.

The hospitals have strictly individually fair preferences: (note that i1 and i2 are interchangeable){
j �A i1 �A i2, w.p. 1/2
j �A i2 �A i1, w.p. 1/2

,

{
j �B i1 �B i2, w.p. 1/2
j �B i2 �B i1, w.p. 1/2

,

{
i1 �C i2 �C j, w.p. 1/2
i2 �C i1 �C j, w.p. 1/2

.

Running the algorithm described above that samples the preferences and uses the doctor-propose
Gale-Shapley algorithm results in the allocation{

(i1, B), (i2, A), (j, C), w.p. 1/2,
(i1, B), (i2, C), (j, A), w.p. 1/2.

Hospital A is the most preferred hospital by doctor i1, but doctor i2 (who is similar to doctor i1) is
matched to hospital A with higher probability. Thus, this allocation is unfair.

For a more detailed discussion, see Theorem 4.2. In Section 4, we show a negative example for
the hospital-propose Gale-Shapley variant. In these examples, although all the participants acted
fairly, the outcome was unfair; this joins existing work on fairness failures under composition
[DI18, DIJ20].

Digest: towards fairness. In the counter-example presented above, when in the sampled pref-
erences hospital A prefers doctor i2 over doctor i1, the algorithm matches hospital A to doctor
i2, without making sure that in the corresponding case, where hospital A prefers doctor i1 over
doctor i2, it would match hospital A to doctor i1. Intuitively, we would like the algorithm to make
this decision simultaneously, i.e., to either match both doctors i1 and i2 to hospital A with a certain
probability or not to match neither of them. More generally, when matching a doctor d to a hospi-
tal h, we must ensure that all the doctors in d’s cluster have the same opportunity to be matched
to this hospital.

1.5 Positive Results: Algorithms for Fair and Stable Allocations

In Section 5, we present generalizations of the Gale-Shapley algorithm that achieve both fairness
and stability, up to a small error.
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Theorem 1.2 (Compatibility of fairness and stability (informal)). There exists an efficient algorithm
that, given a proto-metric, strictly IF hospital preferences, arbitrary doctor preferences, and an approxima-
tion parameter τ ∈ (0, 1), always finds a τ-approximately fair and τ-approximately stable allocation. The
algorithm’s running time is polynomial in (1/τ).

The allocation returned by the hospital-first variant of the algorithm is (perfectly) PIIF and τ-
approximately stable. The allocation returned by the doctor-first variant of the algorithm is τ-
approximately PIIF and τ-approximately stable. See the definition of τ-approximate stability in
Section 1.3.3. τ-approximate fairness means that for every pair i1, i2 of doctors in the same cluster,
i2’s allocation is τ-close (in statistical distance) to an allocation that i1 doesn’t envy.

In these algorithms, we allow the parties to propose probability mass to each other. In the variant
where the hospitals propose, they propose to clusters instead of individuals, so that all doctors
in the cluster have an equal opportunity to accept. In the variant where the doctors propose,
the hospitals accept an allocation that will not cause envy within clusters, e.g., in the counter
example of Theorem 1.1, hospital A can either accept both doctors i1 and i2 or reject both of them.
If the distances between all the doctors are 1, these algorithms are identical to the Gale-Shapley
algorithm. The formal description of the algorithms and the full proofs are in Section 5.

Overview: Fair Propose-and-Reject – Doctors-First (Algorithm 4). At the initialization of the
algorithm, each doctor has a free probability mass of 1. At each round, every doctor proposes its
free probability mass to the most preferred hospital that did not reject it yet. For every hospital
h, after the doctors’ proposals, the probability mass proposed by each doctor is composed of the
probability mass the doctor proposed in the current round, plus the probability to be matched to
this doctor in the previous round. Given this proposed probability mass, the hospital chooses its
allocation for the current round in a way that will not lead to unfairness.

In particular, each hospital h uses the rising tide algorithm (Algorithm 2) for choosing its allocation
in each round. At the initialization, hospital h has unallocated probability mass 1. The algorithm
goes from the most preferred cluster to the least preferred cluster by hospital h. When there is
no unallocated probability mass or no proposed probability mass, the algorithm terminates. For
each cluster C, while there is proposed probability mass from cluster C: Each doctor d in clus-
ter C is allocated with the minimum between: (1) the proposed probability mass from doctor d;
(2) the unallocated probability mass divided by the number of doctors in the cluster with non-
zero proposed probability mass. Every allocated probability mass is removed from the proposed
probability mass and from the unallocated probability mass.

After running the algorithm described above, in the allocation of the current round, hospital h is
allocated to the most preferred clusters possible given the proposed probability mass. For every
two doctors in the same cluster, one can be allocated with less probability mass than the other only
when having less proposed probability mass.

Any probability mass not used for the allocation is rejected and becomes free again for the next
round. The algorithm terminates when there is no more free probability mass, i.e., there is a full
allocation, or the free probability mass is very small.

This algorithm is executed locally, in the sense that for each hospital, the only necessary knowledge
is its own preferences, its previous allocation, and the proposals it received. For each doctor, the
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only necessary knowledge is its own preferences, its free probability mass, and the hospitals’
response. No party needs to be aware of the status of the other parties.

Overview: Fair Propose-and-Reject – Hospitals-First (Algorithm 3). This algorithm is similar
to Algorithm 4, except that the hospitals propose their free probability mass to the clusters. At
each round, every hospital proposes to the most preferred cluster that did not reject it. For each
cluster, the proposed probability mass from each hospital is composed of the probability mass the
hospital proposed in the current round, plus the probability to be matched to this hospital in the
previous round.

Given this proposed probability mass, each cluster chooses an envy free allocation for the current
round. To achieve envy freeness, we use the probabilistic serial procedure due to Bogomolnaia and
Moulin [BM01], see Algorithm 1. Any probability mass not used for the allocation is rejected and
becomes free again for the next round.

The algorithm terminates when there is no free probability mass, i.e., there is a full allocation, or
the free probability mass is very small.

This algorithm is also executed locally: no party has to consider anything but its own interests
(though there is some coordination in each round between the doctors in the same cluster, in
allocating the mass proposed to that cluster).

1.6 Barriers for Unfair Preferences and General Metrics

In Section 6, we show that if we relax the strong requirement on the hospitals’ preferences by al-
lowing either unfair preferences or a general metric, no algorithm that is “similar in spirit” to the
algorithms outlined above (and to the classical Gale-Shapley algorithm) can guarantee both fair-
ness and stability. Towards this, we formalize a class of local-proposing algorithms. Here, we focus
on the case where the doctors propose, although we also describe a class of hospital-proposing
algorithms. The doctor-proposing class includes all algorithms consisting of sequential rounds
of proposals. In each round, each doctor proposes its unallocated probability mass to a hospital.
Then, each hospital has to use the probability mass proposed to it to choose an allocation. We
assume that doctors choose the hospital according to their preferences. We also assume that once
a doctor proposes some probability mass to a hospital, if the hospital rejects it, the doctor will
never propose it to this hospital again. This class, and the corresponding hospital-proposing class,
generalizes the algorithms outlined above (as well as the classical Gale-Shapley algorithms).

To provide this negative result, we need definitions of stability that extend beyond the setting of
strictly IF hospital preferences. Remaining in the proto-metric setting, we define stability under
unfair hospital preferences in Section 1.6.1. The negative results for local algorithms under unfair
preferences are in Section 1.6.2. Moving to general metrics, we formalize a a minimal stability
requirement in Section 1.6.3 (a weaker stability requirement makes our negative results stronger).
We discuss our negative result for fair hospital preferences under general metrics in Section 1.6.4.
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1.6.1 Stability under Unfair Preferences, Proto-Metric

If the hospitals can have unfair preferences, then fairness and stability might be trivially incom-
patible. For example, a prestigious hospital h can express a discriminatory preferences towards
members of group T. Suppose h is the most-preferred hospital of all doctors: a stable allocation
must always match h to a member of T, but this is blatantly unfair!

We want to provide a utility guarantee to the (unfair) hospitals, but the example above demon-
strates that if we allow unfair hospitals to make unfair deviations from their allocation, then fair-
ness and stability might be trivially incompatible. Since we insist on fairness for the doctors, we
find that it is natural to relax stability by requiring that there are no fair deviations that the hospi-
tals would prefer. Formally, we modify the classical notion of a blocking pair, by only allowing a
hospital to form pairs with doctors that are outside the cluster of the doctor to whom it is matched.
This restricts the alternative “offers” that a hospital with unfair preferences can make, and ensures
that they do not violate the fairness constraints.

Definition 1.3 (Stability under proto-metrics (informal)). A probabilistic matching is unstable if there
exists, with non-zero probability over the matching, a pair of a doctor d and a hospital h that prefer each
other to their respective partners, as long as the partner of the hospital h is at distance 1 from the doctor d.
The preferences of the hospital can be probabilistic. Thus, the comparison between the hospital’s allocations
is in terms of stochastic domination.

See Section 1.3.1, for a definition of stochastic domination.

See Definition 3.5 for formal definition of stability. We note that if the hospitals’ preferences are
strictly IF, no hospital prefers one doctor over the other if they are in the same cluster. Thus,
Definition 1.3 is equivalent to the definition described in Section 1.3.3.

1.6.2 Barriers for Unfair Preferences, Proto-Metric

We show that no local-proposing algorithm can find a fair and stable matching when the hospital
preferences can be unfair (even in the proto-metric setting).

Theorem 1.4 (Failure of local algorithms for unfair hospital preferences (informal)). There does not
exist a local algorithm that, when the metric is a proto metric but the hospital preferences might be unfair,
always finds an allocation that is both PIIF and stable (see Definition 1.3).

Proof sketch. Suppose there are four doctors i, j, k, l, where the first and last pairs are at distance
0 (i.e., (i, j) and (k, l)), and the rest are at distance 1. Suppose there exists a hospital A, whose
preferences are j �A k �A i �A l. If hospital A is the most preferred hospital by all the doctors,
then the fair allocation that is most preferred by hospital A is to be assigned to doctors i and j
uniformly (the other fair possibilities are to be assigned to doctors k and l uniformly, or to some
convex combination of these two allocations). Thus, since it is also doctors i and j’s most preferred
fair allocation (they both rank A first), it is the only stable one (for any other fair allocation, hospital
A and doctor j form a blocking pair). However, if hospital A is the most preferred hospital by
doctors k and i, but doctors j and l are matched to hospitals they prefer over hospital A. Then, the
fair allocation that is most preferred by hospital A is to be assigned to doctor k with probability 1
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(assuming hospital A cannot be assigned to doctor j). Similarly, since this is also doctor k’s most
preferred allocation (doctor k rank hospital A first), it is the only stable one, otherwise hospital A
and doctor k form a blocking pair.

If only the doctors i and k propose to hospital A probability mass 1 in the first round, there is no
allocation that hospital A can choose over this probability mass that will always lead to a fair and
stable matching, i.e., hospital A does not know whom to accept and whom to reject. If doctors
j and l will propose to hospital A in a later round, to have a stable and fair solution, hospital A
must accept at least probability mass 1/2 from doctor i. However, if no other doctor will propose
to hospital A in a later round, to have a stable and fair solution, hospital A must accept probability
mass 1 from k. Since hospital A cannot distinguish these two cases in the first round, the algorithm
will return an unfair or unstable output in at least one of them.

Unfair preferences allow us to create a situation where hospital A actually wants to accept proba-
bility mass from doctor j, but under the fairness requirement, in order to accept probability mass
from doctor j, hospital A must accept some probability mass of doctor i (since their distance on
the metric is 0). However, if doctor j will never propose to hospital A then hospital A does not
want to accept any probability mass from doctor i.

Now, suppose the preferences were fair; if hospital A would want to be matched to doctor j, it
would equally want to be matched to doctor i. Thus, hospital A would be able to decide whether
to accept or reject doctor i’s probability mass independently of whether doctor j will propose to it
in a later round or not. Thus, we must allow unfair hospital preferences to achieve the example
above, under a proto-metric.

1.6.3 Stability for General Metrics

Intuitively, a probabilistic allocation is stable if no hospital can offer to some doctors to be matched
to it in a way that will improve both the hospital’s allocation and those of the doctors. If the hospi-
tals’ preferences are not fair, running the Gale-Shapley algorithm fails to output a fair solution for
obvious reasons (see Section 1.6.2). However, even if the hospitals’ preferences are fair, finding a
non-trivial fair allocation can be quite challenging. This happens because even a mild probabilistic
preference for one doctor over another can lead to a situation where a hospital prefers to always be
matched to one of the doctors and not the other.

Consider the example of two doctors i and j at distance 1/3, and two hospitals A and B. Suppose
both doctors prefer hospital A over hospital B, and hospital A’s preferences are{

i �A j, w.p. 2/3
j �A i, w.p. 1/3

.

Hospital A’s preferences are fair. However, in any PIIF allocation, hospital A prefers to be always
matched to doctor i, over its outcome in the allocation. This is because if hospital A is always
matched to doctor i, it is matched to its first preference with probability 2/3. However, in any PIIF
allocation, hospital A is matched to doctor j with probability at least 1/3, which implies that it is
matched to its first preference with probability no more than 2

3 ·
2
3 +

1
3 ·

1
3 = 5

9 < 2
3 .
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In the above example, A and i were a blocking pair, but the issue was that this alternative is
unfair (to j). Motivated by this example, and to avoid trivial incompatibilities between fairness
and stability, we would like to force the hospitals to make only fair offers. However, formalizing
such a stability definition that, on the one hand, is strong enough to have a meaningful guarantee
for the hospitals, and on the other hand, is compatible with our fairness requirement (or at least is
not trivially incompatible), presents several subtleties. We elaborate on this in Section 3. Instead,
we present a minimal (weak) stability definition for general metrics that we use in our negative
results (using a weak definition makes the negative results stronger).

Weak Stability. The weak stability definition is guided by simple scenarios. Suppose that the
hospitals are A, B and C and that the doctors are i1, i2 and j, where doctors i1 and i2 are similar (at
distance 0) and doctor j is far from them (at distance 1). Consider the following two cases:

Case 1. Hospital A is the most preferred hospital by all the doctors, and hospital A prefers doctors
i1 and i2 over doctor j. It is natural to require that hospital A should be matched to the uniform
distribution over i1 and i2. Intuitively, this is the “best” allocation for hospital A and doctors i1
and i2, subject to fairness. In this case, we maintained fairness by saying that if hospital A is not
matched to i1 and i2 with probability 1, it is allowed to prefer the alternative allocation of being
matched to the uniform distribution over i1 and i2 since it is IF.

Case 2. Hospital A is the most preferred hospital by doctors i1 and j, but not by doctor i2, and
hospital A still prefers doctors i1 and i2 over doctor j. Suppose that doctor i2 prefers hospital B
over hospital A, that doctor i2 is matched to hospital B with probability 1, and that the allocation
of hospitals A and C has not been determined yet. This time, it is natural to require that hospital
A should be matched to doctor i1 with probability 1. However, if hospital A and doctor i1 are
not matched with probability 1, allowing hospital A to prefer this alternative allocation implies
that we allow hospital A to prefer an alternative allocation which does not satisfy IF. We choose to
allow this since doctor i2 prefers its own allocation over being matched to hospital A.

The following definition captures the above intuitions:

Definition 1.5 (Weak stability (informal)). An allocation is (strongly) unstable if there exists a hospital
h and an alternative allocation ν over the doctors, such that: (1) The hospital h prefers the alternative
allocation ν over its own allocation. (2) Every doctor in the support of the alternative allocation ν prefers
hospital h over the hospitals in its support. (3) For every doctor that is not in the support of the alternative
allocation ν, either (i) the doctor is at distance 1 from any doctor in the support of the alternative allocation
ν or (ii) the doctor prefers every hospital in its own support over the hospital h. (4) For every two doctors in
the support of the alternative allocation ν, the allocation ν satisfies IF.

If there is no such hospital and alternative allocation, then we say that the allocation is weakly stable.

See Definition 3.7 for formal definition of weak stability.

We note that Definition 1.3, which is relevant in the proto-metric setting, is a stronger stability. In
particular, it implies Definition 1.5 (when the metric is a proto-metric). In the full proofs in section
6, we show the barriers for unfair preferences for Definition 1.5, instead of Definition 1.3.
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1.6.4 Barriers for General Metrics

In the setting of a general metric and IF hospital preferences, we show that we can make doctors i
and j far enough that even under the IF requirement, hospital A’s preferences would actually be
as described above, i.e., j �A k �A i �A l. However, we can make doctors i and j close enough
that an allocation where hospital A is always matched to doctor j, and never to doctor i, would be
considered unfair. Then we can arrange the proposals as we did in the case of unfair preferences
such that any decision that hospital A makes in the first round can lead to an unfair allocation.
See Section 6.3 for details.

1.7 Open Questions

The new frontier of fairness in two-sided markets raises many fundamental questions for further
study. In this work, we present algorithms for finding fair and stable allocations under some re-
strictions. We show that generalizing this result presents several difficulties. A natural question
for further work is either extending the negative results beyond the class of local-proposing al-
gorithms, or finding an algorithm for a more general setting, such as general metrics or unfair
preferences.

A possible direction for generalizing the results for general metrics is to have a stronger require-
ment over the hospital preferences. In the negative results, we use IF preferences for a general
metric, and show that effectively they behave similarly to unfair preferences. This indicates that,
in the case of a general metric, individual fairness might not be a strong enough fairness require-
ment over the hospital preferences. We elaborate on this in Section 7.

We present two algorithms in Section 5, which have almost the same guarantees concerning fair-
ness and stability. It is known that different variants of the Gale-Shapley algorithms have dif-
ferent guarantees for optimality and incentive compatibility. In Section 5.4, we show that doctor-
proposing variant (Algorithm 4) is not optimal for the doctors. For the other variant (Algorithm 3),
we leave this as an open question. We also leave the question of incentive compatibility for future
work.

Organization. Sections 2 and 3 contain the definitions of fairness and stability. In Section 4 we
describe the negative results for running the Gale-Shapley algorithm over fair preferences. Section
5 contains the algorithms for fair and stable allocations in the setting of proto-metric and fair
hospital preferences. Section 6 contains the impossibility results for local algorithms in general
settings.

2 Definitions and Problem Formulation

Let D be a collection of n doctors and H be a collection of n hospitals. Let ΠD, ΠH denote all
permutations over D and H, respectively. A matching m is a mapping D to H, i.e., each doctor
is mapped to a single hospital. A probabilistic allocation π is a mapping from D to ∆(H), where
for i ∈ D, π(i) represents the prospect of doctor i (the probability distribution over hospitals that
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they receive). Similarly, for a hospital h ∈ H, π(h) represents the prospect of doctor h. We focus
on the setting where we assign each doctor to a single hospital, so the probabilistic allocation is a
distribution over matchings.

We assume we are given a similarity metric for the doctors d : D ×D → [0, 1].

Definition 2.1 (Pseudometric). A function d : D ×D → [0, 1] is a pseudometric over the set D, if d is
non-negative, symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality. For every i ∈ D, d(i, i) = 0 but we allow
also for j ∈ D\{i}, d(i, j) = 0.

We focus on the case of proto-metrics, where the distances are either 0 or 1:

Definition 2.2 (Proto-Metric). A pseudometric d : D×D → [0, 1] is a proto-metric if for every i, j ∈ D,
d(i, j) is either 0 or 1. From the triangle inequality, there exists a partition of D to clusters such that d
assigns a distance 0 for doctors in the same cluster, and 1 for doctors in different clusters.

2.1 Preferences

We assume each doctor i ∈ D has an ordinal preference over hospitals: ri ∈ ΠH, where, e.g.,
ri(1) ∈ H is i′s favourite hospital and ri(n) ∈ H is i′s least-favourite hospital. For simplicity, for a
hospital h, we denote with r−1

i (h) ∈ [n] the rank of this hospital in i’s preferences. For h1, h2 ∈ H,
we use the notation h1 �i h2 to indicate that r−1

i (h1) < r−1
i (h2), i.e., doctor i prefers hospital h1

over hospital h2.

We assume each hospital h ∈ H has a probabilistic ordinal preference over doctors: rh ∈ ∆(ΠD),
where, rh(1) is a random variable for h′s favourite doctor and rh(n) is a random variable for h’s
least-favourite doctor. For simplicity, for a doctor i, we denote with r−1

h (i) the random variable
containing the rank of i in h’s preferences.

Given a preference function r, stochastic domination provides a natural way to compare two prospects.

Definition 2.3 (Stochastic Domination). Let r be a deterministic or probabilistic preference function over
a set of individuals (doctors or hospitals) and let p and q be prospects over the same set of individuals. We
say that p stochastically dominates q, p �r q, if the following holds:

∀k ∈ [n] : Pr
o∼p,r

[
r−1(o) ≤ k

]
≥ Pr

o∼q,r

[
r−1(o) ≤ k

]
(1)

in other words, for every k, the probability for getting a top-k outcome (according to r) under p
should be at least at large as the probability for getting a top-k outcome under q. When there exists
a k′ ∈ [n] for which the above holds with a strict inequality we say that p strongly-dominates q. We
use �r and �r to denote the partial orders that correspond to weak domination and strong dom-
ination, respectively. (Note that this is a partial ordering over prospects, since the two outcomes
p, q may be incomparable – neither one dominates the other).

2.2 Fairness

Our goal is achieving fairness with respect to the doctors. One way to define this notion of fairness
is individual fairness (IF) by Dwork et al. [DHP+12], where similar individuals should be assigned
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similar outcomes (e.g., because they have similar merit):

Definition 2.4 (Individual Fairness [DHP+12]). An allocation π is individually-fair (IF) with respect
to a divergence D, and a similarity metric d, if for all pairs of individuals i, j ∈ D, the Lipschitz condition
D(π(i), π(j)) ≤ d(i, j) is satisfied.

One natural choice for the divergence function D is the total variation distance:

Definition 2.5 (Total Variation Distance). The total variation distance between two prospects p, q ∈
∆(H) is

DTV(p, q) =
1
2 ∑

h∈H
| Pr

o∼p
[o = h]− Pr

o∼q
[o = h]|. (2)

Definition 2.4 does not consider the preferences of the doctors. Intuitively, p �r q appeals to a
strong way in which the prospect p is at least as good as q. Another way to define fairness is envy
freeness, where we disregard merit and require that every two individuals should not envy each
other’s outcomes.

Definition 2.6 (Envy Freeness). An allocation π is envy-free (EF) with respect to individual preferences
{�i} if for all individuals i, for all other individuals j, π(i) �i π(j).

We can consider both merit and individual preferences by using preference-informed individual fair-
ness (PIIF) due to Kim et al. [KKRY20].

Definition 2.7 (Preference-Informed Individual Fairness [KKRY20]). Fix doctors with preferences
r1, . . . , rn. An allocation π is preference-informed individually fair with respect to a divergence D and a
similarity metric d, if and only if for every two doctors i, j, there exists an alternative allocation pi;j such
that

D(pi;j, π(j)) ≤ d(i, j) (3)

π(i) �i pi;j. (4)

Definition 2.7 allows different allocations to similar individuals when the differences are aligned
with the individuals’ preferences.

We say that π is PIIF with respect to a pair of doctors i and j, if such an alternative allocation pi;j

that satisfies eq. (3) and eq. (4) exists.

Corollary 2.8 (PIIF under proto-metrics). Under proto-metrics we get the following definition: Fix
doctors with preferences r1, . . . , rn. An allocation π is preference-informed individually fair if for every two
doctors i, j, if d(i, j) = 0, then either: (i) π(i) = π(j) or (ii) π(i) �i π(j).

In other words, π is unfair if there exist two doctors i, j in the same cluster and k ∈ [n] such that
the probability of i receiving a top-k outcome is larger under prospect π(j) than under prospect
π(i).

We also introduce a relaxation τ-preference-informed individual fairness. Where for every two indi-
viduals, we allow the matching to be unfair up to a small constant τ.
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Definition 2.9 (τ-Preference-Informed Individual Fairness). An allocation π is τ-PIIF with respect to
a similarity metric d, if it is PIIF with respect to the similarity metric dτ, where dτ is defined as follows

∀i, j,∈ D : dτ(i, j) = min {d(i, j) + τ, 1} .

For the case of a proto-metric, τ-PIIF means that for every two doctors i1, i2 from the same cluster,
i.e., d(i1, i2) = 0, we allow that π(i1) �i1 π(i2), if we can change the prospect π(i2) by no more
than τ

(
D(pi1;i2 , π(i2)) ≤ τ

)
to create an alternative allocation pi1;i2 that satisfies

π(i1) �i1 pi1;i2 .

2.3 Fair Preferences

For much of this work, we study the setting where the preferences of the hospitals are fair. To do
so, we allow the hospitals to have probabilistic preferences. In order to determine what are fair
preferences, we use the notion of individual fairness by Dwork et al. [DHP+12], see Definition 2.4.

It is left to define the divergence D. On one hand, we would like to define the divergence D to be
strong enough to guarantee fairness when running “natural” algorithms. On the other hand, we
would like to allow the hospitals to express rich preferences to the greatest extent possible, as long
as the final assignment is fair.

In this section, we provide two definitions for fair preferences, where the second definition is a
relaxation of the first one. The first definition is restricted to proto-metrics, and we use it in our
positive results, in Section 5. The second definition generalizes to any pseudometric. Thus, we
use it in our negative results, in Section 6, wheres we discuss general metrics.

For the case of proto-metrics, we introduce strict individual fairness.

Definition 2.10 (Strict Individually Fair Preferences). A set of preferences is strictly individually fair
with respect to a proto-metric d : D ×D → {0, 1} if for every hospital h ∈ H:

• For every cluster C ⊆ D and two doctors i1, i2 ∈ C, i.e., such that d(i1, i2) = 0:

∀r ∈ [n] : Pr[rh(r) = i1] = Pr[rh(r) = i2].

• For every two clusters C1, C2 ⊆ D, either C1 �h C2 or C2 �h C1. Where C1 �h C2 if:

∀i ∈ C1, j ∈ C2 : Pr[r−1
h (i) < r−1

h (j)] = 1.

When discussing a proto-metric and strict individually fair preferences we sometimes use the no-
tation of naming the clusters i, j, ... and the doctors in cluster i, i1, i2, ... if |i| > 1 or just i otherwise.
If hospital h prefers cluster i over j we denote this by i �h j which means that h’s preferences are
the uniform distribution over all the permutations over of doctors in i and in j, e.g. for i = {i1, i2}
and j = {j}, if hospital h prefers doctor i over doctor j, instead of writing that hospital h’s prefer-
ences are {

i1 �h i2 �h j, w.p. 1/2
i2 �h i1 �h j, w.p. 1/2
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we just write i �h j.

Definition 2.10 is places a strong functional requirement over the hospital preferences. It is not
necessarily clear why doctors in the same cluster must be consecutive in the ordered preferences.
Consider the case of D = {i1, i2, j, k} ,H = {A, B, C, D} where doctors i1, i2 belong to one cluster
and j and k belong to other clusters. The following preferences would not be considered strictly
individually fair, even though doctors i1 and i2 are treated identically.

r1
h =

{
i1 �h j �h i2 �h k w.p. 1/2
i2 �h j �h i1 �h k w.p. 1/2

.

There are several ways to relax strict IF if we want to allow such preferences, one of them is
mutual replacement individual fairness. This definition guarantees that for every two doctors i, j and
hospital h, the statistical distance between hospital h’s preference rh and hospital h’s preference
after switching doctors i and j, is bounded by the distances between doctors i and j in the metric.

This means that for the set D = {i1, i2, j, k}, the preference r1
h is mutual replacement individually

fair but the preference r2
h is not:

r2
h =

{
i1 �h k �h i2 �h j w.p. 1/2
i2 �h j �h i1 �h k w.p. 1/2.

That is, because the distance between doctors i1 and i2 is 0, but swapping them in the preference
r2

h creates a different distribution.

Definition 2.11 (Mutual Replacement Individual Fairness Preferences). Let D be a set of doctors,
h ∈ H a hospital, d : D × D → [0, 1] a metric and let rh be h’s (probabilistic) preference. For any two
doctors i, j ∈ D, let us denote by ri;j

h the probabilistic preference where every appearance of doctor i is
replaced by doctor j and every appearance of doctor j is replaced by doctor i. The preference rh is considered
mutual replacement individually fair, if for every two doctors i, j ∈ D,

DTV(rh, ri;j
h ) ≤ d(i, j)

3 Stability

Finding a PIIF allocation is trivial, since the uniform distribution over all allocations is PIIF. How-
ever, we want the hospitals to have an incentive to participate in the mechanism. In the classical
version of the matching problem, without metric induced fairness constraints and with determin-
istic preferences, this is captured by stability.

Definition 3.1 (Stable Matching). Given a deterministic allocation π, deterministic preferences {ri}i∈D,
{rh}h∈H, a pair (i, h) ∈ D ×H is a blocking pair if ri(h) < ri(π(i)) and rh(i) < rh(π(h)).

The allocation π is considered a stable matching if there are no blocking pairs.

If doctor i and hospital h are a blocking pair, they prefer being matched to each other over par-
ticipating in the matching. This means that they do not have an incentive to participate in the
matching.
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Definition 3.2 (Stable Matching Algorithm). A stable matching algorithm is an algorithm that outputs
a stable matching given a set of preferences.

For the case of deterministic preferences, a stable matching always exists and can be found in
polynomial time using the Gale-Shapley algorithm due to Gale and Shapley [GS62] (described in
Section 4.1).

We generalize this notion to probabilistic allocations. Our goal is to have a stability definition
that preserves the hospitals’ incentive to participate in the matching while being compatible with
fairness.

There is a significant difference between the case where the preferences of the hospitals are fair and
the case where the hospitals have arbitrary preferences. In the latter case, for any PIIF allocation,
there might be alternative allocations that some hospitals and doctors want. However, we do not
want to consider those alternative allocations because they are unfair. We defer the discussion of
stability under unfair preferences to section 6.2, where we show that unfair hospital preferences
present serious barriers in finding a fair and stable solution.

In the rest of this section, we assume the hospitals have fair probabilistic preferences, and for this
setting, we want to define stability.

We focus on an ex-ante (a priori) stability definition, i.e., a guarantee for the distribution of proba-
bilistic allocations. In ex-ante stability, we think of the preferences and the allocation as indepen-
dent random variables. We discuss ex-post (a posteriori) stability, a guarantee for every sampled
allocation, in Section 3.2.

3.1 Ex-Ante Stability

We start by introducing a strong ex-post stability requirement, contract stability, for the setting of
a proto-metric in Section 3.1.1. We used this definition in our positive results in Section 5. In
Section 3.1.2, we introduce a weak ex-post stability definition for general metrics, weak ex-ante sta-
bility, which we use for our negative results in Section 6. In Section 3.1.3, we present the subtleties
and difficulties in generalizing the strong ex-post definition presented in Section 3.1.1 to general
metrics.

3.1.1 Contract Stability

Our primary notion of ex-ante stability is contract stability, where an allocation is stable if there is
no active contract. A contract is an agreement between some doctors and a hospital that are not
satisfied with the allocation and can act together to improve it. This kind of agreement, however,
can lead to unfairness. On the one hand, our challenge is to allow contracts that indicate that
hospitals are unhappy with the allocation in a “fair” way and, on the other hand, not to allow
contracts caused by “unfair” incentives. We emphasize that our main motivation is understanding
when and how fairness and stability are compatible. We want to “rule out” unfair contracts to
the extent that they lead to incompatibility with fairness. Achieving a strong notion of stability,
which also allows the existence of unfair contracts, is only positive, as long as it does not lead to
incompatibility with fairness.
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Since we focus, in this work, on proto-metrics, we present a definition for contract stability for
the proto-metric setting. This definition is a generalization of the concept of blocking pairs in the
classical stability definition. However, for a matching m, instead of considering only the blocking
pair (i, h) ∈ D×Hwe also consider the doctor matched to h, m(h). We allow doctor i and hospital
h to be a blocking pair only if doctor i and doctor m(h) do not belong to the same cluster.

Definition 3.3 (Contract). Given deterministic doctor preferences PD = {ri}i∈D, probabilistic hospitals
preferences PH = {rh}h∈H and a probabilistic allocation π, a tuple µ = (h, i; h′, i′) ∈ H×D×H×D is
a contract if d(i, i′) = 1, πµ(h) �h π(h) and ri(h) < ri(h′), where:

∀j ∈ D\
{

i, i′
}

:πµ(j) = π(j) (5)

πµ(i) =

{
h, π(i) = h′ ∧ π(i′) = h
π(i), otherwise

(6)

πµ(i′) =

{
h′, π(i) = h′ ∧ π(i′) = h
π(i′), otherwise

(7)

Definition 3.4 (Active Contract). Given deterministic doctor preferences PD = {ri}i∈D, probabilistic
hospitals preferences PH = {rh}h∈H and a probabilistic allocation π, a contract µ = (h, i; h′, i′) ∈ H ×
D ×H×D is an active contract if

Pr[π(h) = i′ ∧ π(i) = h′] > 0.

Definition 3.5 (Contract Stability). The allocation π is contract stable if there are no active contracts.

We note that for fair hospital preferences, the requirement that d(i, i′) = 1 is redundant since
it is implied from the requirement that πµ(h) �h π(h). Thus, we allow the hospital to prefer
only alternatives that will not contradict fairness if the preferences are fair. For fair preferences, a
contract will exist for any doctor in i’s cluster that prefers h over h′.

Since sometimes it is not possible to achieve contract stability, we also define the following re-
laxation for proto-metrics, where the probability that there exists an active contract is not 0 but
bounded by τ:

Definition 3.6 (τ-Contract Stability). Denote by Sπ ⊆ D ×H×D ×H the set of all active contracts
in an allocation π. An allocation π is τ-singleton contract stable if

Pr[
∨

(h,i;h′,i′)∈Sπ

(π(h) = i′ ∧ π(h′) = i)] ≤ τ.

In Section 5, we show that τ-contract stability is compatible with fairness when the hospital pref-
erences are fair.

3.1.2 Weak Ex-Ante Stability

In Section 3.1.1 we presented a stability definition for the setting of a proto-metric. Generalizing
Definition 3.5 to general metrics presents several subtleties, we defer this discussion to Section
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3.1.3. Here, we focus on formulating a weaker ex-ante stability requirement for general metrics.
Looking ahead, in Section 6, we show barriers for finding and proving the existence of fair and
stable allocations, even for this minimal requirement.

Our weak stability definition is guided by bad scenarios that we want to avoid. Consider the
example where H = {A, B, C} and D = {i1, i2, j} where d(i1, i2) = 0 and d(i1, j) = d(i2, j) = 1.
Hospital A is the most preferred hospital by all the doctors and hospital A’s preferences are i � j.
In this simple case, we would expect that in any fair and stable allocation π, the prospect of
hospital A will be:

π(A) =

{
i1, w.p. 1/2
i2, w.p. 1/2

.

Intuitively, this is the “best” prospect for hospital A, subject to fairness: there is no other prospect
hospital A prefers that is PIIF with respect to doctors i1 and i2. Thus, we say that an allocation π
is not even weakly stable if there exists an alternative IF prospect σ that hospital A prefers over its
current prospect, π(A), and the doctors in the support of σ prefer hospital A over the hospitals
they are matched to in π.

Moreover, strongly unstable allocations can exist even if the preferences of the doctors are differ-
ent. Consider the same example as described above: H = {A, B, C} and D = {i1, i2, j} where
d(i1, i2) = 0 and d(i1, j) = d(i2, j) = 1. But now, hospital A is the most preferred hospital by doc-
tors i1 and j, but not by doctor i2, and hospital A’s preferences are still i � j. Suppose that B �i2 A,
that π(i2) = {B, w.p. 1} and that the allocation of hospitals A and C has not been determined yet.
This time, we would expect that in any fair and stable allocation π, hospital A’s prospect would
be:

π(A) =
{

i1, w.p. 1 .

Note that this is not an IF alternative. Thus, we need only require that the alternative allocation
is IF over the doctors that prefer hospital A over the hospitals in their prospect (in the previous
example {i1, i2}, but in this example only {i1}).

With this in mind, we formally define weak ex-ante stability:

Definition 3.7 (Weak Ex-Ante Stability). Let π be a probabilistic allocation, h ∈ H be a hospital, D∗ ⊆
D be a set of doctors and σ ∈ ∆(D∗) be a distribution. We say that ν = (h,D∗, σ) is a selectively fair
alternative allocation if σ satisfies:

• For every two doctors i, j ∈ D∗, the distribution σ is individually fair with respect to i and j.

• For every doctor i ∈ D\D∗, if there exists a doctor j ∈ D∗ such that d(i, j) < 1, then for every
hospital h′ ∈ supp (π(i)), h′ �i h.

• For every i ∈ D∗ and h′ ∈ supp (π(i)), h �i h′.

We say that ν is active if σ �h π(h). We say that the allocation π is weakly ex-ante stable if there are no
active selectively fair alternative allocations.
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For this definition too, we provide an approximation.

Definition 3.8 (τ-Weak Ex-Ante Stability). An allocation π is τ-weakly ex-ante stable if there exists a
weakly ex-ante stable allocation π′ that satisfies that

DTV(π, π′) ≤ τ.

Claim 3.9. For the setting of a proto-metric and strictly IF hospital preferences, contract stability implies
weak ex-ante stability.

Proof. Let π be a contract stable allocation. Assume for contradiction that the allocation π is not
weakly ex-ante stable. That is, that there exists a hospital h ∈ H, a set of doctors D∗ ⊆ D and
σ ∈ ∆(D∗) such that ν = (h,D∗, σ) is an active selectively fair alternative allocation.

Let C ∈ C be the highest ranked cluster by hospital h that satisfies that Pr[σ ∈ C] > Pr[π(h) ∈ C],
since σ �h π(h) and the preferences of h are strictly IF, there exists such a cluster.

If there exists a cluster C′ ∈ C that satisfies that Pr[σ ∈ C′] < Pr[π(h) ∈ C′], we also have that
C′ �h C, then we have that σ �h π(h), which contradicts the assumption that ν is an active
selectively fair alternative allocation. Let C′ ∈ C, be some cluster that satisfies that Pr[π(h) ∈
C′] < Pr[π(h) ∈ C′] and C �h C′.

Thus, there exist doctors i ∈ C and i′ ∈ C′ that satisfies that Pr[σ = i] > Pr[π(h) = i] and
Pr[σ = i′] < Pr[π(h) = i′].

Let h′ ∈ H be a hospital that satisfies that

Pr[π(h) = i′ ∧ π(h′) = i] > 0.

Since ν is an active selectively fair alternative allocation, and doctor i is in the support of σ, h �i h′.

Let µ = (h, i; h′, i′) be a contract. Since C �h C′ and doctor i′ in the support of hospital, we
have that πµ(h) �h π(h) and the contract µ is active. By this, we obtain a contradiction to the
assumption that the allocation π is contract stable.

Claim 3.10. For the setting of a proto-metric and strictly IF hospital preferences, τ-contract stability im-
plies τ-weak ex-ante stability.

Proof. Let π be a τ-contract stable allocation. Denote by A the event where there is an active
contract in π. From the definition of τ-contract stability, we know that Pr[A] ≤ τ. Thus, in the
allocation π|Ā there are no active contract, i.e., it is contract stable. From Claim 3.9, the allocation
π|Ā is weakly ex-ante stable.

Thus, since the allocation π satisfies that DTV(π, π|Ā) = τ, it is τ-weakly ex-ante stable.

Definition 3.7 is minimal in two senses. First, it is very fragile. Suppose some doctor in the alter-
native allocation is matched to a more preferred hospital with a very small probability and less
preferred hospitals with a high probability. In that case, the allocation will be weak ex-ante stable,
although it might be very close to an unstable allocation.
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Second, this definition also has weak guarantees for the hospitals. Suppose hospital B is ranked
second by doctors i1 and i2 and hospital B’s preferences are i �B j, one would expect that in
any stable allocation, hospital B would be matched to doctor i1 or doctor i2 with probability 1.
However, hospital B has no guarantees over the outcome.

While Definition 3.7 is quite minimal, it can be relaxed even further. In particular, we allow the
hospital h to propose an IF alternative. In Section 3.1.3, we show that requiring an IF alternative
allocation from each hospital is not enough to guarantee that the resulting allocation is PIIF. This
can happen if the accumulated distance between two similar individuals in the allocation is larger
than the distance in the prospect of each hospital, and the individuals have similar preferences.
One possibility is to make the stronger requirement that after the contract is activated, PIIF is
maintained, which makes the definition weaker. This presents difficulties (see Section 3.1.3), and
it only guarantees a very weak notion of stability, but it may allow for algorithms that satisfy both
fairness and a weak stability notion.

3.1.3 Generalization of Contract Stability to General Metrics

We presented a strong definition for ex-ante stability for proto-metrics in Section 3.1.1, and a weak
defintion for ex-ante stability for general metrics in Section 3.1.2. In this section, we discuss the
generalization of Definition 3.5 to general metrics. We present several examples that demonstrate
the subtleties of this generalization.

Suppose a hospital has the incentive to offer a doctor (or doctors) to be matched to it and knows
the doctors will accept. In that case, this hospital does not have an incentive to participate in the
matching. Thus, we would like that, in such a case, the allocation would be considered unstable.
However, if there is no restriction over the hospital’s ability to suggest matches, the stability guar-
antee might be incompatible with fairness, even if the preferences of the hospital are fair. Consider
the example where

D = {i, j} , H = {A, B} , d(i, j) = 1/3

with the preferences

A �i B, A �j B,

{
i �A j w.p. 2/3
j �A i w.p. 1/3

,

{
i �B j w.p. 2/3
j �B i w.p. 1/3

.

These preferences are mutual-replacement individually fair. Consider the probabilistic allocation

π1 =

{
(A, i), (B, j) w.p. p
(A, j), (B, i) w.p. 1− p.

The allocation π1 is PIIF wherever 1/3 ≤ p ≤ 2/3. For any value of p in this range, hospital A
prefers to propose to doctor i to always be matched to it since

∀p ∈ [1/3, 2/3] : Pr
o∼π1(A),rA

[r−1
A (o) = 1] = 2/3 · p + 1/3 · (1− p)

≤ 5/9 < 2/3 = Pr[r−1
A (i) = 1].
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If we allow hospital A the alternative of always being matched to doctor i, a fair and stable solution
for the problem above does not exist. However, this might not be a “real” issue, since it is an unfair
alternative.

The example above demonstrates that the case of general metrics requires more caution than the
proto-metric case. To ensure the alternative does not contradict fairness, it must be an allocation
over all the doctors and not only a single doctor, which satisfies some fairness conditions.

One natural generalization to the concept of contracts is to let the hospital h have a set of doctors
D′ that h is unsatisfied with. Whenever hospital h is matched to a doctor inD′, it samples a doctor
d from some alternative prospect σ and if doctor d prefers hospital h over its match, doctor d and
hospital h are matched and doctor d and hospital h’s matches are matched. We want such contracts
to be active if hospital h prefers the resulting prospect over its prospect.

Defining the fairness constraint, however, is non-trivial. We do not necessarily mind considering
contracts that lead to unfair behavior, except that they might cause incompatibility with fairness.

We present a generalization for contract stability, where we require fairness from the alternative
allocation and weakly require fairness from the resulting allocation. For the setting of proto-metric
and strict IF hospital preferences, this definition is equivalent to Definition 3.5.

Definition 3.11 (Set Contract Stability). Let h ∈ H be a doctor, D′ ⊆ D a set of doctors, a ∈ [0, 1] a
constant and σ ∈ ∆(D\D′) a distribution over D\D′.

We say that µ = (h,D′, a, σ) is a set contract with respect to an allocation π if:

• For every two i, j ∈ supp(σ), σ is IF with respect to i and j.

• Define πµ as follows: if π(h) ∈ D′, then w.p. 1− a, πµ(h) = π(h) and with probability a, hospital
h samples a doctor i from σ and “proposes” to i, and i accepts the “proposal” if h �i π(i). If i accepts,
then πµ(h) = i and πµ(π(i)) = π(h), otherwise πµ(h) = π(h) and πµ(i) = π(i).

If π(h) 6∈ D′, then πµ(h) = π(h).

• For every two doctors i ∈ D\D′ and j ∈ D′, the allocation πµ is PIIF with respect to i and j (in both
directions).

We say the set contract is active if πµ(h) �h π(h).

We say an allocation π is set contract stable if there are no active set contracts.

In the definition above, we have a PIIF requirement only from pairs where one of the doctors is
in D′ and the other is in D\D′. We show the intuition behind this decision by example: D =
{i1, i2, j, k}, H = {A, B, C, D}, d(i1, i2) = 0 and the other distances are 1. The preferences of the
doctors are A � B � C � D and the preferences of hospital A are k � i � j. Consider the
allocation:

π2 =

{
(i1, A), (i2, B), (k, C), (l, D), w.p. 1/2
(i2, A), (i1, B), (k, D), (l, C), w.p. 1/2
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This allocation is PIIF, but seems unstable. All the doctors prefer hospital A, so hospital A should
be assigned to its most preferred doctor, k. However, “applying” the alternative allocation {k w.p. 1}
yields the allocation

π′2 =

{
(k, A), (i2, B), (i1, C), (l, D), w.p. 1/2
(k, A), (i1, B), (i2, D), (l, C), w.p. 1/2

which is not PIIF because doctor i2 envies doctor i1. However, since this behaviour is not hospital
A’s “fault”, we allow such contracts to be active, where it is important to keep in mind that we
require that no such contract exists and do not actually use the activation of the contracts. Thus,
it is only important to ensure that the stability definition does not lead to incompatibility with
fairness, i.e., that there exists a PIIF allocation where there are no active contracts.

On fairness of the alternative prospect. Another possibility for a fairness requirement is to re-
quire that the alternative prospects are IF, as in Definition 3.7. However, the fact that each hos-
pital’s prospect is IF does not imply that the entire allocation is PIIF: For D = {i, j, k, l} and
H = {A, B, C, D}. The preferences of all doctors are A � B � C � D, d(i, j) = 1/5 and the
other distances are 1. The allocation

π3 =


(i, A), (j, B), (k, C), (l, D), w.p. 2/5
(i, B), (j, C), (k, A), (l, D), w.p. 1/5
(i, C), (j, A), (k, B), (l, D), w.p. 1/5
(i, C), (j, D), (k, B), (l, A), w.p. 1/5

satisfies that for each hospital h ∈ H the prospect π3(h) is IF. However, π3 is not PIIF since π3(i) �j
π3(j) and DTV(π3(i), π3(j)) = 2/5 > 1/5 = d(i, j).

Thus, we considered, instead of enforcing fairness on the proposed alternative, to enforce fairness
over the resulting allocation via a PIIF requirement between pairs of doctors in D. However, this
requirement turned out to be too strong (i.e., it results in a weak stability definition). Consider the
example where

D = {i1, i2, j} , H = {A, B, C} ,
d(i1, i2) = 0, d(i1, j) = 1, d(i2, j) = 1,

with the mutual replacement IF preferences

A �i1 B �i1 C, A �i2 B �i2 C, A �j B �j C,

i �A j, i �B j, i �C j.

It looks like the only fair and stable allocation in this case should be

π4 =

{
(i1, A), (i2, B), (j, C), w.p. 1/2
(i1, B), (i2, A), (j, C), w.p. 1/2.
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However, the allocation

π5 =


(i1, A), (i2, B), (j, C), w.p. 1/3
(i1, C), (i2, A), (j, B), w.p. 1/3
(i1, B), (i2, C), (j, A), w.p. 1/3

is PIIF, and any alternative prospect that hospital A can propose that involves doctors i1 and i2
will result in an unfair allocation, where doctor i2 is matched to hospital B with higher probability
than doctor i1. Thus, if we require PIIF between doctors i1 and i2 in the resulting allocation, the
allocation π5 would be considered stable. We find this makes the stability requirement too weak.

3.2 Ex-Post (Local) Stability

The definitions above are ex-ante (a priori) definitions, i.e., guarantees for the probabilistic alloca-
tion before sampling. We also present an ex-post (a posteriori) definition, i.e., a guarantee for the
sampled allocation, local stability. This definition is stronger than the ex-ante definitions, we prove
this on Claim 3.13, and we will use it in some of our negative results in Section 4.

Definition 3.12 (Local Stability). Given deterministic doctor preferences PD = {ri}i∈D and probabilistic
hospital preferences PH = {rh}h∈H, a probabilistic allocation π is locally stable if there exists a joint
distribution ν over the preferences and assignment (PH, π), such that for every possible deterministic
hospital preferences Θ ∈ Πn

D and deterministic allocation a : D → H, if

Pr
(P,m)∼ν

[P = Θ ∧m = a] > 0

then there is no blocking pair in a with respect to the preferences Θ.

In Definition 3.12, we assume that the preferences of the hospital are given, and we want to find
an allocation that satisfies a condition. Thus, although the condition is over the joint distribution
of the preferences and the allocation, we say that the allocation is locally stable (or unstable) and
not the joint distribution.

We note that local stability is equivalent to requiring π is generated by running a stable matching
algorithm on PD and PH.

3.2.1 Local Stability Implies Contract Stability

This section shows the connection between ex-post and ex-ante definitions, focusing on proto-
metrics and strict individually fair preferences.

Claim 3.13. Let π be a locally stable probabilistic allocation with respect to strict IF hospital preferences
(Definition 2.10), then π is contract stable (Definition 3.5).

Proof. Assume for contradiction that there is an active contract, i.e., there exists a contract µ =
(h, i; h′, i′) ∈ H×D ×H×D such that h �i h′, πµ(h) �h π(h) and

Pr[π(i′) = h ∧ π(i) = h′] > 0. (8)
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Since the preferences of h are strict individually fair and µ is an active contract we know that
d(i, i′) = 1. Let us denote by C and C′ the clusters that contain doctors i and i′ respectively. Since
πµ(h) �h π(h), we know that C �h C′.

Since the allocation π is locally stable there exists a joint distribution over PH and π, ν, as de-
scribed in the definition. Let us denote by νh the joint distribution of rh and π that is a marginal
distribution of ν. From the definition of local stability and eq. (8), there exists a permutation θ of
the doctors in D and deterministic allocation a, that satisfies:

• Pr(o,m)∼νh
[o = θ ∧m = a] > 0.

• a(i′) = h, a(i) = h′.

Since C �h C′, we have that i �h i′, for any sampled preferences in rh, and specifically for θ. Since
h �i h′ and hospital h and doctor i are not matched in a, the pair (h, i) is a blocking pair for the
allocation a, which contradicts the assumption that π is locally stable.

4 Gale-Shapley on Fair Preferences Does Not Guarantee Fairness

For the classical setting of deterministic preferences and deterministic allocations, the celebrated
Gale-Shapley algorithm [GS62] finds a stable matching in polynomial time. It is natural to ask
whether we can find a fair and stable allocation by sampling from the (probabilistic) fair prefer-
ences and run the Gale-Shapley algorithm.

Since the Gale-Shapley algorithm guarantees classical stability in the deterministic case, the algo-
rithm described above ensures local stability.

In this section, we show that running this canonical algorithm over fair preferences does not al-
ways lead to a fair allocation. We show this for the case of proto-metric with the strongest fairness
requirement over the hospitals’ preferences, strict individual fairness. This joins existing work
due to Dwork and Ilvento [DI18] of fairness under composition that shows that even if all the
participants act fairly, the outcome might be unfair. The question of whether local stability and
PIIF are compatible is still open.

4.1 The Gale-Shapley Algorithm

The Gale-Shapley (GS) algorithm is described in Figure 1. We assume we are given two sets of
individuals A and B of size n. Each individual has deterministic ordered preferences over the
individuals in the other set. The algorithm returns a matching.

Definition 4.1 (Matching). A matching is a function m : A ∪ B→ A ∪ B where:

• For every i ∈ A, if m(i) ∈ B, m(i) represents i’s match. Otherwise, m(i) = i, and i is not matched.
m(i) ∈ A\ {i} is not a valid value.

• For every j ∈ B, if m(j) ∈ A, m(j) represents j’s. Otherwise, m(j) = j, and j is not matched.
m(j) ∈ B\ {j} is not a valid value.
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• The matching must be mutual so if m(i) = j then m(j) = i. Thus, if m(i) = j then for any other
individual i′, m(i′) 6= j.

The algorithm is not symmetric; there is a proposing set and an accepting set. We will assume
that A is the proposing set and B is the accepting set. At each iteration of the algorithm, some
unmatched individual in A proposes to its most favored individual in B that did non reject it yet.
If there is no unmatched individual in A, the algorithm terminates. This algorithm is also called
the deferred acceptance algorithm since when an individual in B gets a proposal, if it is worst than
its current match, they will reject it immediately. However, if it is better than its current match,
they will temporarily accept the proposal and reject its current match, but they can still reject the
proposal if a better one comes along. The acceptance is final once the algorithm terminates.

Figure 1 Gale-Shapley Algorithm

1: ∀i ∈ A : m(i)← i, ∀j ∈ B : m(j)← j.
2: while ∃i ∈ A : m(i) = i do
3: Choose arbitrarily i ∈ A : m(i) = i.
4: Let j ∈ B be the first on i’s preferences list.
5: if m(j) = j then
6: m(j)← i, m(i)← j.
7: else if m(j) �j i then
8: Remove j from i’s preferences list.
9: else

10: Remove j from m(j)’s preferences list.
11: m(m(j))← m(j), m(j)← i, m(i)← j.
12: end if
13: end while
14: return m.

Gale and Shapley [GS62] showed that the GS algorithm terminates in O(n2) rounds and outputs
a stable matching that is optimal among all stable matchings for each individual in the proposing
set.

4.2 Doctor Proposing Gale-Shapley

We start by showing that for the GS variant where the doctors propose to the hospitals, there exists
strict individually fair preferences that lead to an unfair solution.

Theorem 4.2. There exists a set of doctors D, a set of hospitals H, a proto-metric d : D ×D → {0, 1},
deterministic doctor preferences PD = {ri}i∈D and probabilistic and strictly individually fair hospital
preferences PH = {rh}h∈H, such that an algorithm that outputs a probabilistic allocation π by sampling
PH and running the Gale-Shapley algorithm with D as the proposing set, outputs an unfair allocation.

Proof. Consider the following example: Let D = {i1, i2, j} be the set of doctors, H = {A, B, C} be
the set of hospitals. The doctors i1, i2 are in the same cluster i, and j is in a different cluster j.
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The preference of the doctors are:

A �i1 B �i1 C, A �i2 C �i2 B, C �j A �j B,

and the preferences of the hospitals are

j �A i, i �B j, i �C j.

When running GS, at the beginning both doctors i1 and i2 propose to hospital A and doctor j
proposes to hospital C, hospital C always accepts doctor j at this point. There are two cases for the
preferences of hospital A:

1. Hospital A’s preferences are i1 �A i2. Hospital A accepts doctor i1 and rejects doctor i2.
Doctor i2 proposes to hospital C, hospital C accepts doctor i2 and rejects doctor j. Doctor j
proposes to hospital A, hospital A accepts doctor j and rejects doctor i1. Doctor i1 proposes
to hospital B and hospital B accepts. All the doctors are matched so the algorithm terminates
with the allocation (i1, B), (i2, C), (j, A).

2. Hospital A’s preferences are i2 �A i1. Hospital A accepts doctor i2 and rejects doctor i1.
Doctor i1 proposes to hospital B, and hospital B accepts. All the doctors are matched so the
algorithm terminates with the allocation (i1, B), (i2, A), (j, C).

Hence the algorithm outputs the allocation

π =

{
(i1, B), (i2, C), (j, A), w.p. 1/2
(i1, B), (i2, A), (j, C), w.p. 1/2.

By doctor i1’s preferences

Pr
o∼π(i1)

[r−1
i1
(o) = 1] = 0 < Pr

o∼π(i2)
[r−1

i1
(o) = 1] = 1/2,

which implies that π(i) 6�i π(j) so allocation π is not PIIF.

4.3 Hospital Proposing Gale-Shapley

Next, we show that for the GS variant where the hospitals propose the doctors, there exist strict
individually fair preferences that leads to an unfair solution.

Theorem 4.3. There exists a set of doctors D, a set of hospitals H, a proto-metric d : D ×D → {0, 1},
deterministic doctor preferences PD = {ri}i∈D, probabilistic and strictly individually fair hospital prefer-
ences PH = {rh}h∈H, such that an algorithm that outputs a probabilistic allocation π by sampling PH and
running the Gale-Shapley algorithm withH as the proposing set, outputs an unfair allocation.

Proof. Consider the following example: LetD = {i1, i2, j, k} be the set of doctors,H = {A, B, C, D}
be the set of hospitals. The doctors i1, i2 are in the same cluster i, and doctors j and k are in different
clusters j and k respectively.
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The preference of the doctors are:

A �i1 B �i1 C �i1 D, B �i2 A �i2 D �i2 C, C �j B �j A �j D, D �k A �k B �k C

and the preferences of the hospitals are

i �A j �A k, j �B i �B k, i �C j �C k, i �D k �D j.

Let us simulate the run of GS. At the beginning of the run, hospital B proposes to doctor j and
doctor j accepts. As for hospital A, there are two cases for the preferences of hospital A:

1. Hospital A’s preferences are i1 �A i2. Hospital A proposes to doctor i1 and doctor i1 accepts.
If hospital D’s preferences are i1 �D i2, hospital D proposes to doctor i1 and doctor i1 rejects
it, then hospital D proposes to doctor i2 and doctor i2 accepts. If hospital D’s preferences
are i2 �D i1, hospital D proposes to doctor i2 and doctor i2 accepts. Hospital C proposes to
doctors i1 and i2 in some order and they both reject it, then hospital C proposes to doctor j
and doctor j accepts. If hospital B’s preferences are i1 �B i2, hospital B proposes to doctor i1
and doctor i1 reject it, then hospital B proposes to doctor i2 and doctor i2 accepts. If hospital
B’s preferences are i2 �B i1, hospital B proposes to doctor i2 and doctor i2 accepts. If hospital
D’s preferences are i2 �D i1, hospital D proposes to doctor i1 and doctor i1 rejects. Hospital
D proposes to doctor k and doctor k accepts. All the hospitals are matched so the algorithm
terminates with the matching (i1, A), (i2, B), (j, C), (k, D).

2. Hospital A’s preferences are i2 �A i1. Hospital A proposes to doctor i2 and doctor i2 accepts.
If hospital C’s preferences are i2 �C i1, hospital C proposes to doctor i2 and doctor i2 reject
it, then hospital C proposes to doctor i1 and doctor i1 accepts. If hospital C’s preferences
are i1 �C i2, hospital C proposes to doctor i1 and doctor i1 accepts. Hospital D proposes to
doctors i1 and i2 in some order and they both reject it, then hospital D proposes to doctor
k and doctor k accepts. All the hospitals are matched so the algorithm terminates with the
matching (i1, C), (i2, A), (j, B), (k, D).

Hence the algorithm outputs the allocation

π =

{
(i1, A), (i2, B), (j, C), (k, D), w.p. 1/2
(i1, C), (i2, A), (j, B), (k, D), w.p. 1/2.

By doctor i1’s preferences

Pr
o∼π(i1)

[r−1
i1
(o) ≤ 2] = 1/2 < Pr

o∼π(i2)
[r−1

i1
(o) ≤ 2] = 1

which implies that π(i) 6�i π(j) so the allocation π is not PIIF.
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5 PIIF and Contract Stable Algorithms Given a Proto-Metric

In the previous section, we demonstrated that a natural extension of the Gale-Shapley algorithm to
our setting, in which the hospitals have probabilistic preferences, fails to guarantee fairness. This
leaves open the question of whether fairness and stability are inherently incompatible, of whether
the Gale-Shapley algorithm is simply not the “right” approach. In this section, we resolve this
question in the proto-metric setting, proving that fairness and stability are compatible. Our proof
is constructive: we give two algorithms (akin to the “doctor proposing” and “hospital proposing”
variants of the Gale-Shapley algorithm) that are guaranteed to output a fair and stable solution
when the preferences of the hospitals are fair to begin with.

We show that for a proto-metric and strict individually fair hospital preferences, there exists an al-
gorithm that outputs a PIIF and contract stable allocation. We start by showing the two algorithms
for PIIF and contract stable allocations for strict individually fair hospital preferences. Then, we
show a reduction from rank individually fair preferences to strict individually fair preferences that
preserves contract stability.

In the two algorithms, we have a meta-algorithm that is similar to the Gale-Shapley algorithm.
In this meta-algorithm, each participant in the proposing set proposes probability mass to par-
ticipants in the other set. Then, the participant in the other set has to decide whether to accept
or reject the probability mass. The main difference from the Gale-Shapley algorithm is that par-
ticipants can decide to accept part of the proposed probability mass. Moreover, the algorithms
incorporate fairness considerations when deciding what proposals to make and what proposals
to accept. In the variant where the hospitals propose, they propose to the entire cluster instead of
a single doctor. Then the cluster chooses an envy-free allocation. In the variant where the doctors
propose, the hospitals choose an allocation that will not lead to unfairness.

Remark 5.1. In Appendix A, we show that this result can be generalized. For a weaker require-
ment over the fairness of the hospital preferences, rank IF, we can achieve PIIF and set contract
stability (see Theorem 3.11). We do that by showing a reduction from rank IF preferences to strict
IF preferences that maintains stability.

5.1 Allocation Sub-Routines

5.1.1 Probabilistic Serial Procedure

In the first algorithm, Algorithm 3, we make use of the probabilistic serial procedure (PSP) due to
Bogomolnaia and Moulin [BM01]. This procedure is used to allocate n goods to a set of n individ-
uals, who are assumed to have preferences over those goods. Bogomolnaia and Moulin [BM01]
showed that the output of the probabilistic serial procedure is envy-free.

The intuition for this procedure in the paper is as if there are n individuals and n loaves of bread.
Each individual has ordered preferences over the loaves of bread. The duration of the algorithm
is one time unit. At each time point 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, each individual eats their favorite bread loaf, that
has not been entirely consumed (”eaten3”) yet. In the original paper, the individuals can have

3Because of the analogy above, in the paper, this algorithm is also called the eating algorithm; we also use this name.
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different speeds; here, we employ a simplified version of the algorithm where each individual
has speed 1 bread loaf

time unit . The portion of bread that each individual has eaten from each bread loaf is
the probability of this individual to be assigned to this bread loaf in the probabilistic allocation.
At the end of the run, we have a doubly stochastic matrix that, using the Birkhoff von Neumann
algorithm, indeed a probabilistic allocation.

Example: probabilistic serial procedure. Consider the following toy examples for the set of in-
dividuals is I = {a, b, c} and the set of bread loaves is B = {`1, `2, `3}.

• If the preferences are

`1 �a `2 �a `3, `2 �b `1 �b `3, `3 �c `1 �c `2.

Then at the beginning of the run, each individual eats their favorite bread loaf. Since only
one individual eats each bread loaf, they finish eating at time 1 when the algorithm termi-
nates. The output is the doubly stochastic matrix

`1 `2 `3

a 1 0 0
b 0 1 0
c 0 0 1

• If the preferences are

`1 �a `2 �a `3, `1 �b `3 �b `2, `2 �c `1 �c `3.

Then at the beginning of the run, both a and b start eating `1 and c starts eating `2. At time
1/2, there will be no more bread left in `1 and c finished eating half of `2. Then a starts eating
`2 and b starts eating `3. At time 3/4, there will be no more bread left in `2 and 3/4 left in `3.
Then a and c start eating `3, at time time 1 there is no more bread left in `3 and the algorithm
terminates with the doubly stochastic matrix

`1 `2 `3

a 1/2 1/4 1/4
b 1/2 0 1/2
c 0 3/4 1/4

In the case where the sizes of the sets are not equal Bogomolnaia and Moulin [BM01] and Kojima
and Manea [KM10] showed generalizations using dummy individuals or dummy bread loaves,
where being assigned to a dummy individual or bread loaf means being unassigned.
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Algorithm 1 Probabilistic Serial Procedure

Input D, C,H, ∀C ∈ C : pC ∈ [0, 1]|H|, ∀i ∈ D : ri ∈ ΠD.
1: t← 0, ∀h ∈ H : ph ← pC[h], ∀i ∈ D : π(i) ∈ [0, 1]|H| ← 0.
2: t goes from 0 to 1 with speed 1.
3: while t < 1 and ∃h′ ∈ H : ph′ > 0 do
4: for all i ∈ D (simultaneously) do
5: h is the highest ranked hospital in i’s preferences list.
6: while ph > 0 do
7: Eat ph with speed 1.
8: end while
9: Remove h from i’s preferences list.

10: π(i)[h]← the amount i ate from h.
11: end for
12: end while
13: return ∀i ∈ D : π(i).

5.1.2 Rising Tide Algorithm

Similarly, in the second algorithm, Algorithm 4, each hospital has to choose its prospect given
the proposed probability mass in every round in this algorithm. We use rising tide Algorithm, de-
scribed in Algorithm 2, to choose a probabilistic prospect for a specific hospital given the doctors’
proposals. Unlike the PSP algorithm, in this case we find an prospect for a single hospital and not
for an entire cluster. This algorithm outputs the ”best” output for the hospital that will not violate
the fairness requirement.

It may be helpful to think about each doctor as a vessel with a capacity equal to the proposed
probability mass, and the vessels of the doctors in the same cluster are connected. The hospital
has one unit of water. Going from its most preferred cluster to its least preferred cluster, the
hospital pours water in the vessels that belong to the cluster until the vessels are full or there is no
water for the hospital to pour.

The amount of water in each doctor’s vessel is the probability of this doctor being assigned to the
hospital.

In Algorithm 2, we denote the capacity of the doctors’ vessels (the proposed probability mass) as
the vector ph, where ph[i] is the capacity of the doctor i.
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Algorithm 2 Rising tide
Input a hospital h ∈ H, ph ∈ [0, 1]n, D,C, rh : [|C|]→ C.

1: p← 1, π ∈ [0, 1]|D| ← 0.
2: while p > 0 and ∃i ∈ D : ph[i] > 0 do
3: C ← argminC∈C{r

−1
h (C) : ∃i ∈ C s.t. ph[i] > 0}. //Most preferred cluster that still has

probability mass proposed to h.
4: nC ← |{i ∈ C : ph[i] > 0}|. //Number of doctors in C that has probability mass proposed

to h.
5: x ← min{p/nC, mini∈C{ph[i] : ph[i] > 0}}.
6: for all i ∈ C : ph[i] > 0 do
7: ph[i]← ph[i]− x.
8: π[i]← π[i] + x.
9: end for

10: p← p− nC · x.
11: end while
12: return π.

Remark 5.2. In both algorithms in this section, when finding the probabilistic allocation, we first
find a doubly stochastic matrix representing the probability of every two parties from the different
sets to be matched. Then we use Birkhoff von Neumann algorithm due to Birkhoff [Bir46], which
decomposes the doubly stochastic matrix into a convex combination of permutation matrices,
where a permutation matrix is an allocation when the size of the two sets is equal. Thus, this
convex combination of permutation matrices is equivalent to a probabilistic allocation and is the
output of the algorithm.

5.2 Hospital-Proposing Algorithm

5.2.1 Fair Propose-and-Reject – Hospitals-First

Next, we present our first algorithm for PIIF and contract stable allocations given strict individu-
ally fair hospital preferences. Our algorithm is a generalization of the Gale Shapley algorithm (see
Figure 1) to preferences over clusters instead of preferences over individuals. If each cluster con-
sists of a single doctor, i.e., there is no fairness requirement, then Algorithm 3 is equivalent to Gale
Shapley with the hospitals as the proposing set. In the case of a single cluster consisting of all the
doctors, i.e., there is a strong fairness requirement among all doctors, Algorithm 3 is equivalent to
Algorithm 1 (the ”eating” algorithm).

At the beginning of the run, each hospital has a free probability mass ph = 1. We sometime denote
the free probability mass of hospital h at round k as ph,k.

At each round k, each hospital h ∈ H proposes its entire free probability mass to the cluster with
the lowest rank (most favored) that did not yet reject it. As an analogy, it might be helpful to
think of proposing free probability mass as free hospitals proposing to the next doctor in their
preferences list in the original algorithm.

After receiving the proposals, each cluster runs the eating algorithm over the newly proposed
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probability mass and the mass from the assignment in the previous round. Any non-allocated
probability mass is rejected by the cluster, and becomes free probability mass in the next round.
As a similar analogy, it might be helpful to think of this part as the accepting set in Gale Shapley
choosing between its current allocation and a new proposal and rejecting the less preferred one.

The algorithm terminates when there is no more free probability mass, or the amount of free
probability mass is very small. Then the remaining probability mass is distributed between the
clusters that are not fully assigned.
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Algorithm 3 Fair Propose-and-Reject – Hospitals-First

1: ∀h ∈ H : ph ← 1, P ∈ [0, 1]n×n ← 0, k← 1, ∀C ∈ C : pC ∈ [0, 1]n ← 0.
2: while ∑h∈H ph > τ do
3: for all h ∈ H : ph > 0 do
4: C ∈ C is the highest ranked cluster by h.
5: pC[h]← pC[h] + ph. //h proposes its free probability mass.
6: ph ← 0.
7: end for
8: for all C ∈ C do
9: Run Algorithm 1 over the probability masses pC and C and get the marginal distribution

πk(i) for every i ∈ C.
10: for all i ∈ C, h ∈ H do
11: P[i, h]← Pr[πk(i) = h]. //Update the output probability matrix.
12: end for
13: for all h ∈ H do
14: s← pC[h]−∑i∈C Pr[πk(i) = h] //Calculate the uneaten probability mass.
15: if s > 0 then
16: ph ← ph + s. //C rejects the amount s of h.
17: pC[h]← pc[h]− s.
18: Remove C from h’s preference list.
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for
22: k← k + 1.
23: end while
24: if ∑h∈H ph > 0 then
25: for all h ∈ H : ph > 0 do
26: while ph > 0 do
27: Find some C ∈ C such that ∑h∈H pC[h] < |C|. //Allocating the remaining mass.
28: x ← min{ph, |C| −∑h∈H pC[h]}.
29: ph ← ph − x.
30: pC[h]← pC[h] + x.
31: for all i ∈ C do
32: P[i, h]← P[i, h] + x/|C|.
33: end for
34: end while
35: end for
36: end if
37: Find an allocation π by running Birkhoff von Neumann algorithm over P.
38: return π.

Remark 5.3. The allocation of the remaining probability mass τ forms a doubly stochastic matrix.
This is because the total amount of probability mass is n, and the total amount we can allocate
with the doctor is n. After distributing the mass, all the mass is allocated. By way of choosing
how much mass to allocate at each step, we make sure that no doctor or hospital is allocated to
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more than one unit of mass. Thus, the matrix P is doubly stochastic.

Theorem 5.4. Given a set of doctors D, a set of hospitals H, a proto-metric d : D ×D → {0, 1}, deter-
ministic doctor preferences PD = {ri}i∈D, probabilistic and strictly individually fair hospital preferences
PH = {rh}h∈H and a constant τ ∈ (0, n], Algorithm 3 outputs an allocation π such that π is preference-
informed individually fair and τ-contract stable.

In order to prove Theorem 5.4, we first prove that the output of Algorithm 3 satisfies each of the
properties separately. This is done in Lemmas 5.5 and 5.10.

Notations: For every cluster C ∈ C, round k and hospital h ∈ H: Hk ⊆ H is the set of hospitals
that propose to C in round k (∀h ∈ Hk : pC,k[h] > 0). Ch,k ⊆ C is the set of doctors that eat h in
round k. For every i ∈ Ch,k, si,h,k is the time i started to eat h in round k, if i 6∈ Ch,k then si,h,k = 1.
For every h ∈ H, th,k is the latest time in round k that h’s probability mass is greater than 0 (this
means that if h 6∈ Hk then th,k = 0). Note that for every i ∈ Ch,k, th,k ≥ si,h,k.

5.2.2 The Output of Algorithm 3 is τ-Contract Stable

In the following claims we prove that Algorithm 3 is contract stable.

Lemma 5.5. The output of Algorithm 3 is τ-contract stable.

Proof outline. We prove that at each round, the doctors’ outcomes can only improve. Thus, if
hospital h ∈ H was rejected from cluster C ∈ C in round k, C will not “change its mind” later so
there will be no active contracts between h and C.

The main claim is 5.6, which shows that for each hospital, eating termination time only increases.
In Claim 5.8 we show this implies that each doctor’s distribution can only (weakly) improve from
round to round. In Claim 5.9 we show no doctor prefers to be matched to a rejected hospital over
their final allocation. Lemma 5.5 shows that this implies contract stability.

Claim 5.6. Let C ∈ C be a cluster of doctors, for every round k > 1 and hospital h ∈ Hk ∩ Hk−1,
th,k ≥ th,k−1.

Proof. Let k > 1 be a round.

We prove the claim by induction over the order in which hospitals in Hk ∩ Hk−1 were entirely
eaten in round k. (Note that the claim is immediate for hospitals that were not entirely eaten).

The following observation will be useful in the induction: For some hospital h ∈ Hk ∩ Hk−1, we
can think about the effective probability mass of h in round k− 1 as the probability mass of h that
was eaten. Thus, h will propose at least this probability mass to C in round k. (If pC,k−1[h] was
entirely eaten, then h can propose in round k a probability mass that was rejected from another
cluster in round k− 1, in addition to pC,k−1[h], such that pC,k[h] > pC,k−1[h]). Hence, in the event
that Ch,k ⊆ Ch,k−1 and ∀i ∈ Ch,k : si,h,k ≥ si,h,k−1 we know that th,k ≥ th,k−1. (We note that while this
observation will be useful, the condition does not always hold - see below).

Base: Let h ∈ Hk ∩ Hk−1 be a hospital such that h ∈ arg minh′∈Hk∩Hk−1 th′,k, i.e. the first hospital in
Hk ∩ Hk−1 that got entirely eaten in round k.
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Let i ∈ Ch,k be some doctor. We will divide to two cases:

1. si,h,k = 0. This means that doctor i ranks hospital h first in Hk. Thus, hospital h must be
doctor i’s highest ranked hospital in Hk−1 too. Observe that only uneaten hospitals got
rejected, so Hk ∩ Hk−1 is the set of hospitals that were eaten in round k − 1 and they were
all available at time 0 in round k. If doctor i chose to eat another hospital at time 0 in round
k− 1, then doctor i would have chosen to eat this hospital at round k too. Thus, i ∈ Ch,k−1
and si,h,k−1 = 0.

2. si,h,k > 0. There exists some “new” hospital h′ ∈ Hk\Hk−1, such that th′,k = si,h,k and th′,k <
th,k, that doctor i eats before hospital h in round k. This is true since doctors start to eat
hospitals at the beginning of the round or after another hospital was entirely eaten, and we
assumed that si,h,k > 0 and hospital h is the first hospital in Hk ∩ Hk−1 to get entirely eaten.

Then, in round k − 1 h was the first hospital that doctor i ate. This is true since all the
hospitals in Hk ∩ Hk−1 are available at th′,k. Thus, if doctor i would have preferred another
hospital in round k − 1 then doctor i would prefer this hospital in round k too, hence i ∈
Ch,k−1 and si,h,k−1 = 0.

Thus, Ch,k ⊆ Ch,k−1 and ∀i ∈ Ch,k : si,h,k ≥ si,h,k−1 = 0, this implies th,k ≥ th,k−1.

Step: Let h be the m-th hospital in Hk ∩ Hk−1 that got entirely eaten. Let us divide into two cases:

1. There exists a doctor i ∈ Ch,k\Ch,k−1. Since doctor i 6∈ Ch,k−1 there exists a hospital h′ ∈ Hk−1
such that h′ �i h, th′,k−1 ≥ th,k−1 and i ∈ Ch′,k−1 (doctor i ate hospital h′ in round k− 1 and
by the time hospital h′ was entirely eaten and doctor i tried to eat hospital h, hospital h was
already entirely eaten too).

Since i ∈ Ch′,k−1, h′ proposes in round k so h′ ∈ Hk. Since d ∈ Ch,k and h′ �i h we know that
si,h,k ≥ th′,k (doctor i starts eating hospital h only after all the hospitals doctor i ranks higher
are entirely eaten).

Since h′ ∈ Hk ∩ Hk−1 and th,k ≥ si,h,k ≥ th′,k, by the induction assumption th′,k ≥ th′,k−1. This
implies

th,k ≥ si,h,k ≥ th′,k ≥ th′,k−1 ≥ th,k−1.

2. Ch,k ⊆ Ch,k−1. Let i ∈ Ch,k be a doctor.

If si,h,k = 0, then from the same arguments as in the base si,h,k = si,h,k−1 = 0.

If si,h,k−1 = 0, then trivially si,h,k ≥ si,h,k−1 = 0.

Otherwise, si,h,k > 0 and si,h,k−1 > 0:

Let h′ ∈ Hk−1 be the hospital that doctor i ate before hospital h in round k− 1, i.e. i ∈ Ch′,k−1
and si,h,k−1 = th′,k−1. By this assumption, h′ �i h. Since i ∈ Ch′,k−1, hospital h′ was not
rejected and h′ ∈ Hk ∩ Hk−1.

Since h′ �i h, we know that si,h,k ≥ th′,k. Since i ∈ Ch,k, we know that th,k ≥ si,h,k.

Thus, h′ ∈ Hk ∩ Hk−1 and th,k ≥ th′,k so by the induction assumption th′,k ≥ th′,k−1, which
implies that

si,h,k ≥ th′,k ≥ th′,k−1 = si,h,k−1.

Hence, ∀i ∈ Ch,k : si,h,k ≥ si,h,k−1 and Ch,k ⊆ Ch,k−1, which implies th,k ≥ th,k−1.
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Claim 5.7. Let i ∈ D be a doctor in cluster C ∈ C and let h1, ..., hn ∈ H be the hospitals in H ordered by
the preferences of i. Let k be a round in Algorithm 3 and πk(i) be i’s prospect after step k. Then for every
rank r ∈ [n],

Pr
o∼πk(i)

[r−1
i (o) ≤ r] = max{th1,k, ..., thr ,k}

Proof. Fix a rank r ∈ [n]. Observe that doctor i chooses to eat a hospital with rank greater than
rank r only if hospitals h1, ..., hr are not available, and the first time that this event happens is at
time max{th1,k, ..., thr ,k}. In the eating algorithm (PSP), the amount of hospitals that a doctor i ate
is equal to the probability these hospitals would be assigned to doctor i.

Note that if ∑h∈H pC,k[h] < |C|, this equality still hold, but then for every rank r ∈ [n],

Pr
o∼πk(i)

[r−1
i (o) ≤ r] = max{th1,k, ..., thr ,k} < 1.

In that case,

Pr
o∼πk(i)

[o = unallocated] = Pr
o∼πk(i)

[r−1
i (o) = n + 1] = 1−max{th1,k, ..., thn,k} < 1.

Claim 5.8. Let i ∈ D be a doctor in cluster C ∈ C, denote i’s allocation after step k by πk(i). Then ∀k > 1:
πk(i) �i πk−1(i).

Proof. Fix a hospital h ∈ H. If h 6∈ Hi−1\Hi, there are the following possible cases:

• If h 6∈ Hk−1 ∪ Hk, then th,k = th,k−1 = 0.

• If h ∈ Hk\Hk−1, then th,k−1 = 0 so th,k ≥ th,k−1.

• If h ∈ Hk ∩ Hk−1, from Claim 5.6 we know that th,k ≥ th,k−1.

Fix a rank r ∈ [n] and denote i’s r-th ranked hospital as hr. If {h1, ..., hr} ∩ Hk−1\Hk = ∅, then

max{th1,k, ..., thr ,k} ≥ max{th1,k−1, ..., thr ,k−1}

Assume there exists a hospital h ∈ {h1, ..., hr} such that h ∈ Hk−1\Hk. Then, th,k−1 = 1 and th,k = 0.
By the algorithm, if h ∈ Hk−1\Hk then hospital h was not eaten in round k− 1. Thus, there exist a
hospital h′ ∈ Hk−1 such that th′,k−1 = 1, h′ �i h and i ∈ Ch′,k−1, otherwise doctor i would choose
to eat h. Since hospital h′ was eaten in round k− 1, we know that h′ ∈ Hk ∩ Hk−1 and from Claim
5.6, th′,k ≥ th′,k−1 = 1. Thus,

max{th1,k, ..., thr ,k} = max{th1,k−1, ..., thr ,k−1} = 1.
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Then, from Claim 5.7:

Pr
o∼πk(i)

[r−1
i (o) ≤ r] = max{th1,k, ..., thr ,k} ≥ max{th1,k−1, ..., thr ,k−1} = Pr

o∼πk−1(i)
[r−1

i (o) ≤ r],

which implies that πk(i) �i πk−1(i).

Claim 5.9. Let h ∈ H be a hospital, C ∈ C be a cluster and m be a round such that Pr[πm(h) ∈ C] > 0.
If there exists a cluster C′ ∈ C such that C′ �h C, then for every doctor i ∈ C′ and every hospital h′ in the
support of πm(i), h′ �i h, and Pr[πm(i) allocated] = 1.

Proof. Since C′ �h C we know that h proposed to C′ at some round k ≤ m and some of its
probability mass got rejected. By the algorithm we know that in round k, i chose to eat only
hospitals that i ranks at least the same as h, since h was available the entire run. Therefore
Pro∼πk(i)[r

−1
i (o) ≤ r−1

i (h)] = 1. From Claim 5.8 πm(i) �i πk(i). Thus,

Pr
o∼πm(i)

[r−1
i (o) ≤ r−1

i (h)] ≥ Pr
o∼πk(i)

[r−1
i (o) ≤ r−1

i (h)] = 1.

Hence, Pro∼πm(i)[r
−1
i (o) ≤ r−1

i (h)] = 1, and the claim follows.

We are now set to prove Lemma 5.5.

Proof of Lemma 5.5. We start by showing that at the end of the first part of the algorithm, there
are no active contracts, ignoring unallocated mass. In other words, if we denote the allocation at
the end of the first part of the algorithm as πm, then there are no doctors i, i′ ∈ D and hospitals
h, h′ ∈ H such that the contract (h, i; h′, i′) is active.

Assume for contradiction there exists an active contract µ = (h, i; h′, i′) in πm. This implies that
h �i h′, i �h i′, doctors i and i′ are from different clusters C, C′ and Pr[πm(i) = h′ ∧ πm(h) = i′] >
0. Thus, C �h C′ and Pr[πm(h) ∈ C′] > 0, from Claim 5.9 this implies that for every hospital h′′ in
the support of the prospect πm(i), h′′ �i h. Thus, hospital h′ is not in the support of πm(i) which
contradicts the assumption µ is an active contract.

Denote by Sπ ∈ H×D ×H×D the set of all active contracts in the allocation π. From claim 5.9,
if there is an active contract (h, i; h′, i′) ∈ Sπ in the final allocation it means that

Pr[πm(h) = i′] = 0.

Otherwise, from Claim 5.9, doctor i must be allocated with probability 1 to hospitals that doctor i
prefer over hospital h, specifically not to hospital h′. However, if doctor i does not have “room”
for more allocations and is not allocated to hospital h′ at round m, it would not be allocated to
hospital h′ in the second part of the algorithm.

Since the total amount of mass that is being allocated in the second part of the algorithm is
bounded by τ, we have that

Pr[
∨

(h,i;h′,i′)∈Sπ

π(h) = i′] ≤ τ,
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which implies that

Pr[
∨

(h,i;h′,i′)∈Sπ

(π(h) = i′ ∧ π(h′) = i)] ≤ Pr[
∨

(h,i;h′,i′)∈Sπ

π(h) = i′] ≤ τ.

5.2.3 The Output of Algorithm 3 is Preference-Informed Individually Fair

Lemma 5.10. The output of Algorithm 3 is PIIF.

Proof. We start by showing that at the end of the algorithm’s first part, the allocation is envy-free
for each cluster. Let i, j ∈ D be doctors in the same cluster C ∈ C and let h1, ..., hn be the hospitals
in H ordered by the preferences of doctor i. Let us denote the total number of rounds in the run
of the algorithm as m, and the allocation at the end of the m-th round as πm.

Fix a rank r ∈ [n]. From Claim 5.8, Pro∼πm(i)[r
−1
i (o) ≤ r] = max{th1,m, ..., thr ,m}.

Assume for contradiction that

Pr
o∼πm(j)

[r−1
i (o) ≤ r] > Pr

o∼πm(i)
[r−1

i (o) ≤ r] = max{th1,m, ..., thr ,m}.

This means that doctor j ate some hospital h ∈ {h1, ..., hr} at time t > max{th1,m, ..., thr ,m} ≥ th,m.
However, by the definition of th,m, at any time later than th,m, hospital h was not available, which
contradicts the assumption.

Hence,

∀r ∈ [n] : Pr
o∼πm(i)

[r−1
i (o) ≤ r] ≥ Pr

o∼πm(j)
[r−1

i (o) ≤ r]

so π(i) �i π(j).

We assign the same probability to each doctor in each cluster at the second part, so the allocation
is still envy-free. Since for every cluster, the allocation is envy-free, for the set of all doctors D, the
allocation π is PIIF.

Now we are set to prove Theorem 5.4.

Proof of Theorem 5.4. The proof is immediate from Lemma 5.10 and Lemma 5.5.

5.2.4 Algorithm 3 Converges

Theorem 5.11. Algorithm 3 terminates after at most O(n · |C|/τ) rounds.
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Proof. For a doctor h ∈ H, denote by ph,k hospital h’s free probability mass in round k. Let us
denote by pk the total free probability at round k, pk = ∑h∈H ph,k. For any round k before the
algorithm terminates, pk > τ. The total number of rounds is denoted by k∗.

For hospital h ∈ H, cluster C ∈ C, round k ≤ k∗, we denote by ah,C,k the available probability
mass that hospital h can propose to cluster C in round k. At round 1, for every hospital h ∈ H and
cluster C ∈ C, ah,C,1 = 1.

Let h ∈ H be a hospital and C ∈ C be a cluster and fix some round k < k∗. We observe the
following:

1. Assume ph,k = 0. Then, ah,C,k+1 = ah,C,k.

2. Assume C rejected some probability mass from hospital h at some round k′ < k. Then
ah,C,k′′ = 0 for every k′′ ≥ k′ and specifically ah,C,k = 0.

3. Assume C is the cluster that hospital h proposed to in round k. If cluster C accepted all the
probability mass that hospital h proposed then ah,C,k+1 = ah,C,k − ph,k, otherwise ah,C,k+1 = 0.
Since hospital h proposed to cluster C, we know that ah,C,k ≥ ph,k. Thus, either way in this
case ah,C,k+1 ≤ ah,C,k − ph,k.

Thus, for every hospital h ∈ H, cluster C ∈ C and round k < k∗ we have that 0 ≤ ah,C,k+1 ≤ ah,C,k,
and for at least one cluster C∗, 0 ≤ ah,C∗,k+1 ≤ ah,C∗,k − ph,k.

Summing over all clusters and hospitals, we get that

0 ≤ ∑
c∈C

∑
h∈H

ah,C,k ≤ ∑
C∈C

∑
h∈H

ah,C,k−1 − ∑
h∈H

ph,k−1 = ∑
C∈C

∑
h∈H

ah,C,k−1 − pk−1
pk−1>τ
<

∑
C∈C

∑
h∈H

ah,C,k−1 − τ < ... < n · |C| − k · τ.

Which implies that k < n · |C|/τ for every round k in the run of the algorithm. This implies that
k∗ = O(n · |C|/τ).

Next, we show that if we wish to guarantee exact contract stability (rather than τ-contract stability
for τ > 0), Algorithm 3 might not converge.

Claim 5.12. For τ = 0, the number of iterations in Algorithm 3 might be unbounded.

Proof. Consider the following example: LetD = {i1, i2, j, k} be the set of doctors,H = {A, B, C, D}
be the set of hospitals. The doctors i1, i2 are in the same cluster i, and doctors j and k are in a
different clusters j and k respectively.

The preference of the doctors are:

A �i1 B �i1 C �i1 D, B �i2 A �i2 D �i2 C, C �j B �j A �j D, D �k A �k B �k C,

and the preferences of the hospitals are

i �A j �A k, j �B i �B k, i �C j �C k, i �D k �D j.
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See the following simulation of the algorithm run:

Round 1: Hospital A proposes 1 to doctor i, hospital B proposes 1 to doctor j, hospital C proposes
1 to doctor i, hospital D proposes 1 to doctor i.

π2(i1) =

{
A, w.p. 1/2
C, w.p. 1/2

, π1(i2) =

{
A, w.p. 1/2
D, w.p. 1/2

,

π1(j) =
{

B, w.p. 1 , π1(k) =
{

unallocated, w.p. 1 .

Probability mass 1/2of hospital C rejected, probability mass 1/2 of hospital D rejected.

Round 2: Hospital C proposes 1/2 to doctor j, hospital D proposes 1/2 to doctor k.

π2(i1) =

{
A, w.p. 1/2
C, w.p. 1/2

, π2(i2) =

{
A, w.p. 1/2
D, w.p. 1/2

,

π2(j) =

{
B, w.p. 1/2
C, w.p. 1/2

, π2(k) =

{
D, w.p. 1/2
unallocated, w.p. 1/2

.

Probability mass 1/2 of hospital B rejected.

Round 3: Hospital B proposes 1/2 to doctor i.

π3(i1) =

{
A, w.p. 3/4
C, w.p. 1/4

, π3(i2) =


A, w.p. 1/4
B, w.p. 1/2
D, w.p. 1/4

,

π3(j) =

{
B, w.p. 1/2
C, w.p. 1/2

, π3(k) =

{
D, w.p. 1/2
unallocated, w.p. 1/2

.

Probability mass 1/4 of hospital C rejected, probability mass 1/4 of hospital D rejected.

Round 3 is identical to round 1 with half the probability mass proposed, so round 4 will be identi-
cal to round 2 with half the probability mass and so on. Thus, the algorithm will never stop. The
“free” probability mass of the hospitals gets smaller by 1/2 every 2 rounds.

5.3 Doctor-Proposing Algorithm

Next, we present our second algorithm for PIIF and contract stable allocations given strict in-
dividually fair hospital preferences. This algorithm is also a generalization of the Gale Shapley
algorithm (Figure 1). However, in this version, the doctors are the proposing set.

5.3.1 Fair Propose-and-Reject – Doctors-First

At the beginning of the algorithm, each doctor has a free probability mass of 1. We denote the free
probability mass of doctor i ∈ D as pi. Sometimes we refer to the free probability mass of doctor i
in round k as pi,k.
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Each round, every doctor proposes its free probability mass, pi, to the most preferred hospital that
did not reject it yet. As an analogy, it might be helpful to think of proposing to the next hospital
on the list in the Gale Shapley algorithm.

For every hospital h ∈ H, after the doctors’ proposals, the proposed probability mass vector ph
(sometimes denoted as ph,k as the vector in round k) contains for each doctor i ∈ D, the probability
mass doctor i proposed in the current round plus the probability to be matched to doctor i in
hospital h’s prospect in the previous round. Hospital h runs Algorithm 2 over this vector, ph, to
find its prospect for the current round.

Any probability mass not used for the allocation is rejected and becomes free again. As an analogy,
it may be helpful to think of a hospital rejecting their current match in the Gale Shapley algorithm
if a more preferred doctor proposes to it.

The algorithm terminates when there is no more free probability mass, i.e., there is a full allocation,
or the free probability mass is very small.

Algorithm 4 Fair Propose-and-Reject – Doctors-First

1: ∀i ∈ D : pi ← 1, P ∈ [0, 1]n×n ← 0, k← 1, ∀h ∈ H : ph ∈ [0, 1]n ← 0.
2: while ∑i∈D pi > τ do
3: for all i ∈ D : pi > 0 do
4: h ∈ H is the highest ranked hospital by i.
5: ph[i]← ph[i] + pi. //i proposes its remaining probability mass (like GS)
6: pi ← 0.
7: end for
8: for all h ∈ H do
9: Find an allocation πk(h) by running Algorithm 2 over ph.

10: for all i ∈ D do
11: P[i, h]← Pr[πk(h) = i]. //Update the output probability matrix.
12: s← ph[i]− πk(h)[i] //Calculate the unallocated probability mass.
13: if s > 0 then
14: pi ← pi + s. //h rejects the amount s of i. (like GS)
15: ph[i]← ph[i]− s.
16: Remove h from i’s preference list.
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: k← k + 1.
21: end while
22: Allocating the remaining probability mass:

Split the remaining probability mass of the doctors by the hospitals such that P is a doubly
stochastic matrix.

23: Find an allocation π by running Birkhoff von Neumann algorithm over P.
24: return π.

Remark 5.13. In step 22, we say that we allocate the remaining probability mass to form a dou-
bly stochastic matrix. One possible way to do it is by the following algorithm, which greedily
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distributes the free probability mass in a way that results in a doubly stochastic matrix:

Algorithm 5 Allocate free probability mass
Input ∀d ∈ D : pd ∈ [0, 1], ∀h ∈ H : ph ∈ [0, 1]n, P ∈ [0, 1]n×n.

1: for all i ∈ D do
2: for all h ∈ H do
3: p← min

{
pi, 1−∑j∈D ph[j]

}
.

4: P[i, h]← P[i, h] + p.
5: pi ← pi − p
6: ph[i]← ph[i] + p.
7: end for
8: end for
9: return P.

Since the total amount of probability mass is n, and the total amount we can allocate with the
hospitals is n, after running Algorithm 5, all the probability mass is allocated. By way of choosing
how much mass to allocate at each step, we make sure that no doctor or hospital is allocated to
more than one unit of mass. Thus, the matrix P is doubly stochastic.

We show that Algorithm 4 is 2τ-PIIF, τ-contract stable and terminates after O(n2/τ) rounds.

Theorem 5.14. Given a set of doctors D, a set of hospitals H, a proto-metric d : D × D → {0, 1},
deterministic doctor preferences PD = {ri}i∈D, probabilistic and strictly individually fair hospital pref-
erences PH = {rh}h∈H and a constant τ ∈ (0, n], Algorithm 4 outputs an allocation π such that π is
2τ-preference-informed individually fair and τ-contract stable.

In order to prove Theorem 5.14, we first prove that the output of Algorithm 4 satisfies each of the
properties separately. This is done in Lemmas 5.15 and 5.19.

5.3.2 The Output of Algorithm 4 is 2τ-PIIF

Lemma 5.15. The output of Algorithm 4 is 2τ-PIIF.

Proof outline. The intuition behind the fairness of Algorithm 4 is that for every cluster C ∈ C and
hospital h ∈ H at each round, all the doctors in cluster C are assigned with the same probability to
hospital h unless they propose less probability mass than other doctors in the cluster. We assume
that they proposed less probability mass since the rest of their probability mass is assigned to more
preferred hospitals.

The main concern is the scenario where for cluster C ∈ C and doctor i ∈ C, in some early round,
some probability proposed by doctor i was rejected by hospital h and ”percolated” down to less
preferred hospitals. If in some later round, doctor i would appear to propose less probability mass
than other doctors in cluster C, doctor i would be allocated with less probability mass. However,
doctor i’s probability mass is allocated with less preferred hospitals. This kind of scenario will
result in an unfair solution. In Claim 5.16, we show that this scenario is not possible and that once
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the probability mass of doctor i got rejected by hospital h, no other doctor in the cluster would be
assigned with more probability than doctor i.

In claim 5.17, we show that this implies that if a doctor is assigned with less probability mass by h
compared to other doctors in its cluster, then the rest of this doctor’s assigned probability mass is
assigned to more preferred hospitals.

Claim 5.18 and lemma 5.15 conclude the proof by showing how to construct an alternative alloca-
tion for every two similar doctors that satisfy the fairness condition.

For every h ∈ H, denote by πk(h) the prospect hospital h finds in round k.

Claim 5.16. Let h ∈ H be a hospital and i ∈ D be a doctor in cluster C ∈ C. For every round k, if at round
k, hospital h rejected probability mass p > 0 of doctor i. Then for every k′ ≥ k and for every doctor j ∈ C,
πk(h)[i] ≥ πk′(h)[j].

Proof. For a round m, we will use the following definitions:

• The maximal probability mass assigned to a doctor in cluster C in round m is denoted by
bC,m,

bC,m = max
j∈C

πm(h)[j].

• The total amount of probability mass in the prospect πm that is assigned to doctors in cluster
C in round m is denoted by MC,m,

MC,m = ∑
j∈C

πm(h)[j].

• The set of clusters that are ranked higher than cluster C by hospital h is denoted by S>C
h , and

the set of clusters that are ranked lower than cluster C by hospital h is denoted by S<C
h ,

S>C
h = {C′ ∈ C : C′ �h C}, S<C

h = {C′ ∈ C : C �h C′}.

• The set of doctors in cluster C that are assigned with probability mass bC,m in round m is
denoted by C∗m,

C∗m = {j ∈ C : πm(h)[j] = bC,m}.

In order to prove the claim, consider some round k, and a doctor i who had some probability mass
rejected, we proceed as follows:

1. In round k, Pr[πk(h) ∈ S>C
h ] = 1−MC,k.

Since hospital h rejected some probability mass at round k we know that

∑
j∈D

πk(h)[j] = 1.

Thus, probability mass 1−MC,k is assigned to clusters in C\{C}. By Algorithm 2, we know
that a cluster in S<C

h is assigned to hospital h only if all the probability mass that cluster C
proposed to hospital h was assigned. In this case, some probability mass that was proposed
by cluster C was rejected. Thus, probability mass 1−MC,k is assigned to clusters in S>C

h .
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2. If in round m, Pr[πm(h) ∈ S>C
h ] = 1−MC,m, then in round m + 1,

Pr[πm+1(h) ∈ S>C
h ] = 1−MC,m+1 ≥ 1−MC,m.

In step m, probability mass 1−MC,m was assigned to clusters in S>C
h . Thus, this probability

was proposed by the same clusters in round m + 1 too. If for every cluster C′ ∈ S>h C,
Pr[πm+1(h) ∈ C′] ≥ Pr[πm(h) ∈ C′], then we are done. Otherwise, for some cluster
C′ ∈ S>C

h , Pr[πm+1(h) ∈ C′] < Pr[πm(h) ∈ C′]. By Algorithm 2, this probability mass
was assigned to clusters in S>C′

h and since C′ ∈ S>C
h , S>C′

h ⊂ S>C
h . Thus, at least 1−MC,m

probability mass is assigned to clusters in S>C
h , i.e.

Pr[πm+1(h) ∈ S>C
h ] ≥ 1−MC,m.

Since MC,m probability mass of cluster C is available in round m + 1, no probability mass
will be assigned to clusters in S<C

h so

Pr[πm+1(h) ∈ S>C
h ] = 1−MC,m+1.

3. For every m ≥ k, MC,m+1 ≤ MC,m. This is implied from 1 and 2.

4. For every m ≥ k, bC,m+1 ≤ bC,m, which implies that bC,m ≤ bC,k.

Assume for contradiction that for some round m, bC,m+1 > bC,m. By Algorithm 4, for every
doctor j ∈ D, ph,m+1[j] ≥ πm(h)[j], i.e., every doctor will propose to hospital h in round
m + 1 at least the probability mass that was assigned to hospital h in round m. For every
doctor j ∈ C∗m, πm(h)[j] = bC,m, so ph,m+1[j] ≥ bC,m. Since bC,m < bC,m+1, doctor j will be
assigned with at least bC,m in round m + 1, i.e.

∀j ∈ C∗m : πm+1(h)[j] ≥ bC,m = πm(h)[j].

For every doctor j ∈ C\C∗m, no probability mass proposed by this doctor was rejected
in round m. Thus, doctor j will propose at least the same as in the previous round, i.e.,
ph,m+1[j] ≥ ph,m[j] = πm(h)[j]. Since ph,m[j] < bC,m < bC,m+1 we know that

∀j ∈ C\C∗πm+1(h)[j] ≥ ph,m[j] = πm(h)[j].

We also know that there exists some doctor j∗ ∈ C, such that

πm(h)[j∗] = bC,m+1 > bC,m ≥ πm(h)[j∗].

Thus, for every doctor j ∈ C, πm+1(h)[j] ≥ πm(h)[j] and for doctor j∗, πm+1(h)[j] > πm(h)[j].
This implies that

MC,m+1 = ∑
j∈C

πm+1(h)[j] > ∑
j∈C

πm(h)[j] = MC,m,

which is a contradiction to 3.

5. In round k, πk(h)[i] = bC,k.

By Algorithm 2, doctor i is assigned with πm(h)[i] = min{bC,m, ph,m[i]}. Since some of m’s
probability mass was rejected we know that πm(h)[i] < ph,m[i] which implies that πm(h)[i] =
bC,m.
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Thus, in every round k′ > k, we have that for every doctor j ∈ C,

πk′(h)[j] ≤ bC,k′ ≤ bC,k = πk(h)[i].

Claim 5.17. Let h ∈ H be a hospital and i, j ∈ D be doctors in cluster C ∈ C. For every round k, if
πk(h)[j] > πk(h)[i], then for every h′ ∈ H in the support of πk(i), h′ �i h.

Proof. In Algorithm 4, doctor i will propose to hospitals less preferred than hospital h, only after
being rejected by hospital h. Since πk(h)[j] > πk(h)[i], we know from Claim 5.16 that in every
round k′ ≤ k, no probability mass proposed by doctor i, was rejected by hospital h. Thus, doctor i
proposed only to hospitals ranked higher than hospital h and the claim follows.

Claim 5.18. Let k be the number of rounds in the run of Algorithm 4 and πk be the allocation at the end of
the k-th round, then πk is τ-PIIF.

Proof. Let i ∈ D be a doctor in cluster C ∈ C and let j ∈ D be a doctor too. If j 6∈ C then d(i, j) = 1
and pi;j = πk(i) satisfies the conditions.

Otherwise, j ∈ C and d(i, j) = 0. Let’s define

pi;j =

{
πk(j), w.p. 1− τ

unallocated, w.p. τ
.

Then, D(pi;j, πk(j)) ≤ τ, and it is left to show that πk(i) �i pi;j. We need to show that

∀r ∈ [n] : Pr
o∼πk(i)

[r−1
i (o) ≤ r] ≥ Pr

o∼pi;j
[r−1

i (o) ≤ r].

Denote by hr the hospital that is ranked r-th by doctor i, i.e. ri(r) = hr. Fix a rank r ∈ [n].

If for every rank r′ ≤ r, Pr[πk(i) = hr′ ] ≥ Pr[pi;j = hr′ ] then

Pr
o∼πk(i)

[r−1
i (o) ≤ r] = ∑

r′≤r
Pr[πk(i) = hr′ ] ≥ ∑

r′≤r
Pr[pi;j = hr′ ] = Pr

o∼pi;j
[r−1

i (o) ≤ r].

Otherwise, there exists some rank r′ ≤ r such that

Pr[πk(i) = hr′ ] < Pr[pi;j = hr′ ] = (1− τ)Pr[πk(j) = hr′ ] ≤ Pr[πk(j) = hr′ ].

From Claim 5.17, this implies that for every hospital h′ in the support of πk(i), h′ �i hr′ . Since at
the last round the free probability mass is at most τ, this means that

1− τ ≤ Pr
o∼πk(i)

[r−1
i (o) ≤ r′]

and since r′ ≤ r
1− τ ≤ Pr

o∼πk(i)
[r−1

i (o) ≤ r].
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On the other hand, Pro∼pi;j [r−1
i (o) ≤ r] ≤ Pr[pi;j allocated] ≤ 1− τ.

This implies that,
Pr

o∼πk(i)
[r−1

i (o) ≤ r] ≥ Pr
o∼pi;j

[r−1
i (o) ≤ r].

This means that πk(i) �i pi;j and the claim follows.

Now we are set to prove Lemma 5.15.

Proof of Lemma 5.15. Let k be the number of rounds in the run of Algorithm 4. From Claim 5.18, πk
is τ-PIIF. Let i, j ∈ D be doctors such that d(i, j) = 0, there exists pi;j such that D(pi;j, πk(j)) ≤ τ
and πk(i) �i pi;j.

Note that the allocation πk is not the final allocation since some probability mass might not be
assigned yet. We still need to allocate this unassigned probability mass, and we have no guarantee
over the assignment of the free probability mass.

Let π be the final allocation obtained by the algorithm. Since the remaining free probability mass
at the end of round k is at most τ we know that D(π(j), πk(j)) ≤ τ. Thus, from the triangle
inequality,

D(pi;j, π(j)) ≤ D(pi;j, πk(j)) + D(πk(j), π(j)) ≤ 2τ.

Since in the second part of the algorithm, only unallocated mass is being allocated to hospitals, we
know that

∀h ∈ H : Pr[π(i) = h] ≥ Pr[πk(i) = h].

Denote by hr the hospital that is ranked r-th by dcotor i. Fix a rank r ∈ [n].

Pr
o∼π(i)

[r−1
i (o) ≤ r] = ∑

r′≤r
Pr[π(i) = hr′ ] ≥ ∑

r′≤r
Pr[πk(i) = hr′ ] = Pr

o∼πk(i)
[r−1

i (o) ≤ r].

Thus, π(i) �i πk(i) �i pi;j and the claim follows.

5.3.3 Contract Stability

Next, we prove that Algorithm 4 is τ-contract stable.

Lemma 5.19. The outcome of Algorithm 4 is τ-contract stable.

In order to prove Lemma 5.19, we first prove the following claim:

Claim 5.20. Let h ∈ H be a hospital and k > 1 be a round, πk(h) �h πk−1(h).

Proof. Denote by Cr the cluster that is ranked r-th by hospital h.

Fix a rank r ∈ [|C|]. If for every rank r′ ≤ r, Pr[πk(h) ∈ Cr′ ] ≥ Pr[πk−1(h) ∈ Cr′ ] then

Pr
o∼πk(h)

[r−1
h (o) ≤ r] ≥ Pr

o∼πk−1(h)
[r−1

h (o) ≤ r].
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Otherwise, there exists some rank r′ ≤ r such that Pr[πk(h) ∈ Cr′ ] < Pr[πk−1(h) ∈ Cr′ ].

By Algorithm 2, if probability mass Pr[πk−1(h) ∈ Cr′ ] is assigned to doctors in Cr′ in round k −
1, then these doctors will propose this probability mass to h in round k. Thus, if Pr[πk(h) ∈
Cr′ ] < Pr[πk−1(h) ∈ Cr′ ], then h rejected probability mass of C′r, and this can happen only if
Pro∼πk(h)[r

−1
h (o) ≤ r′] = 1. Thus,

Pr
o∼πk(h)

[r−1
h (o) ≤ r] ≥ Pr

o∼πk(h)
[r−1

h (o) ≤ r′] = 1 ≥ Pr
o∼πk(h)

[r−1
h (o) ≤ r].

Thus, for every rank r ∈ [|C|],

Pr
o∼πk(h)

[r−1
h (o) ≤ r] ≥ Pr

o∼πk−1(h)
[r−1

h (o) ≤ r]

and πk(h) �h πk−1(h).

Proof of Lemma 5.19. Let h, h′ ∈ H be hospitals, i, i′ ∈ D be doctors and C, C′ ∈ C be clusters such
that i ∈ C, i′ ∈ C′ and i �h i′, h �i h′.

Fix a round k. There are two options:

1. No probability mass from cluster C was rejected in any round k′ ≤ k. Then, by Algorithm 4,
this means that for every hospital h′′ ∈ H in the support of the prospect πk(i) satisfies that
h′′ �i h. Since for any hospital x ≺d h, doctor i would have proposed to hospital x only after
being rejected from hospital h and we assumed that this did not happen. Thus,

Pr[πk(i) = h′] = 0⇒ Pr[πk(i) = h′ ∧ πk(h) = i′] = 0

2. For some doctor j ∈ C, some probability mass of doctor j was rejected in round k′ ≤ k. Thus,
by Algorithm 2, in round k′, Pro∼πk′ (h)[r

−1
h (o) ≤ r−1

h (C)] = 1. From Claim 5.20, πk(h) �h

πk′(h), so Pro∼πk(h)[r
−1
h (o) ≤ r−1

h (C)] = 1 which implies that

Pr[πk(h) = i′] = 0⇒ Pr[πk(i) = h′ ∧ πk(h) = i′] = 0

Thus, if Pr[π(i) = h′ ∧ π(h) = i′] > 0 and the contract (h, i; h′, i′) is active, it means that this
probability mass was allocated to i or h (or both) at the final allocation step.

Denote by Sπ ∈ D ×H×D ×H the set of all active contracts in the allocation π. Since the total
amount of mass that is being allocated in the second part of the algorithm is bounded by τ, we
have that

Pr[
∨

(h,i;h′,i′)∈Sπ

(π(h) = i′ ∧ π(h′) = i)] ≤ τ.
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5.3.4 Algorithm 4 Converges

Theorem 5.21. Algorithm 4 terminates after O(n2/τ) rounds.

Proof. For a doctor i ∈ D, denote by pi,k doctor i’s free probability in round k. Denote by pk
the total free probability at round k, i.e. pk = ∑i∈D pi,k. For any round k, before the algorithm
terminates, pk > τ.

Let k∗ be the total number of rounds in the algorithm. For doctor i ∈ D, hospital h ∈ H and round
k ≤ k∗, denote by ah,i,k the available probability mass that doctor i can propose to hospital h in
round k. At round 1, for every doctor i ∈ D and hospital h ∈ H, ai,h,1 = 1.

An important observation for this proof is that for every hospital h ∈ H, doctor i ∈ D and round
k ≥ 1 we have that 0 ≤ ai,h,k+1 ≤ ai,h,k, and for at least one hospital h∗, 0 ≤ ai,h∗,k+1 ≤ ai,h∗,k − pi,k.
We show this observation by dividing into cases:

1. pi,k = 0. Then, ai,h,k+1 = ai,h,k.

2. Hospital h rejected some probability mass from doctor i at some round k′ ≤ k. Then ai,h,k′′ =
0 for every k′′ ≥ k′ and specifically ai,h,k = ai,h,k+1 = 0.

3. Hospital h is the hospitals that doctor i proposed to in round k. If hospital h accepted all
the probability mass that doctor i proposed then ai,h,k+1 = ai,h,k − pi,k, otherwise ai,h,k = 0.
Since doctor i proposed to hospital h, we know that ai,h,k ≥ pi,k. Thus, either way in this case
ai,h,k+1 ≤ ai,h,k − pi,k.

Combining the above with the fact that while pk > τ, some doctor proposes to some hospital in
round k, we get that the observation is true. Summing over all doctors and hospitals we get that

0 ≤ ∑
i∈D

∑
h∈H

ai,h,k ≤ ∑
i∈D

∑
h∈H

ai,h,k−1 − ∑
i∈D

pi,k−1 = ∑
i∈D

∑
h∈H

ai,h,k−1 − pk−1
pk−1>τ
<

∑
i∈D

∑
h∈H

ai,h,k−1 − τ < ... < n2 − k · τ

Which implies that k < n2/τ for every round in the run of the algorithm. This implies that the
number of rounds, k∗ is final and smaller than n2/τ.

Next, we show that for this variant too, if we require exact contract stability, Algorithm 4 might
not converge.

Claim 5.22. For τ = 0, the number of iterations in Algorithm 4 might be unbounded.

Proof. Consider the following example: Let D = {i1, i2, j} be the set of doctors, H = {A, B, C} be
the set of hospitals. The doctors i1 and i2 are in the same cluster i, and doctor j is in a different
cluster j.

The preference of the doctors are:

A �i1 B �i1 C, A �i2 C �i2 B, C �j A �j B,
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and the preferences of the hospitals are

j �A i, i �B j, i �C j.

Let’s simulate a run of Algorithm 4 over these two sets of individuals.

Round 1: Doctors i1 and i2 proposes 1 to hospital A, doctor j proposes 1 to hospital C.

π1(A) = {i1 : 1/2, i2 : 1/2}, π1(B) = {unallocated : 1}, π1(C) = {k : 1}.

Probability mass 1/2 of doctor i1 and probability mass 1/2 of doctor i2 rejected by A.

Round 2: Doctor i1 proposes 1/2 to hospital B, doctor i2 proposes 1/2 to hospital C.

π2(A) = {i1 : 1/2, i2 : 1/2}, π2(B) = {i1 : 1/2, unallocated : 1/2},

π2(C) = {i2 : 1/2, k : 1/2}.

Probability mass 1/2 of doctor k rejected by hospital C.

Round 3: Doctor k proposes 1/2 to hospital A.

π3(A) = {i1 : 1/4, i2 : 1/4, k : 1/2}, π3(B) = {i1 : 1/2, unallocated : 1/2},

π3(C) = {i2 : 1/2, k : 1/2}.

Probability mass 1/4 of doctor i1 and probability mass 1/4 of doctor i2 rejected by hospital A.

Round 3 is identical to round 1 with half the probability mass. Therefore, this cycle repeats itself
indefinitely and the total free probability mass is reduced by a factor of 2 every two rounds.

5.4 Comparison Between the Two Algorithms

We present two variants of algorithms with almost the same fairness and stability guarantees. A
natural question that comes to mind is what are the differences between these two algorithms and
whether they have other guarantees. In Claim 5.23, we show that these two algorithms do not
always output the same allocation.

Claim 5.23. Algorithms 3 and 4 do not always return the same output.

Proof. Consider the following example: Let D = {i1, i2, j1, j2} be the set of doctors and H =
{A, B, C, D} be the set of hospitals. There are two clusters, i = {i1, i2} and j = {j1, j2}. The
preferences of the doctors are

A �i1 B �i1 C �i1 D, B �i2 A �i2 D �i2 C,

C �j1 A �j1 B �j1 D, A �j2 D �j2 B �j2 C.

The preferences of the hospitals are

j �A i, j �B i, i �C j, j �D i.

When running Algorithm 3 we get the output
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π1 =

A B C D
i1 0 1/4 3/4 0
i2 0 1/4 1/4 1/2
j1 1/2 1/2 0 0
j2 1/2 0 0 1/2

When running Algorithm 4 we get the output

π2 =

A B C D
i1 0 1/2 1/2 0
i2 0 1/2 0 1/2
j1 1/2 0 1/2 0
j2 1/2 0 0 1/2

Algorithms 3 and 4 are a generalization of the Gale Shapley algorithm (Figure 1) where in Al-
gorithm 3 the hospitals are the proposing set, and in Algorithm 4 the doctors are the proposing
set. Gale and Shapley [GS62] showed that in the Gale-Shapley algorithm, the output is optimal
for each individual in the proposing set among all stable matchings. It is natural to ask whether
an analogy statement is true in our case. In Claim 5.24, we show that for Algorithm 4, where
the proposing set is the doctors, it is not the case. Specifically, Algorithm 4 does not output the
optimal solution for the doctors among all fair and stable solutions.

Claim 5.24. Algorithm 4 does not return the optimal PIIF and contract stable solution for the set of the
doctors.

Proof. Consider the following example: LetD = {i1, i2, i3} be the set of doctors andH = {A, B, C}
be the set of hospitals. All doctors are in the same cluster i. The preferences of the doctors are

A �i1 B �i1 C, A �i2 C �i2 B, C �i3 A �i3 B.

Since there is only one cluster, the hospitals have no preferences over the doctors.

When running Algorithm 3 we get the output

π1 =

A B C
i1 1/2 1/2 0
i2 1/2 1/4 1/4
i3 0 1/4 3/4

and when running Algorithm 4 we get the output

π2 =

A B C
i1 1/3 2/3 0
i2 1/3 1/6 1/2
i3 1/3 1/6 1/2
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Where, π1(i1) �i1 π2(i1), π1(i2) �i2 π2(i2) and π1(i3) �i3 π2(i3).

We leave open the question of whether Algorithm 3 return the optimal solution for the hospitals.

6 Impossibility Results

In Section 5, we showed positive results under two non-trivial assumptions on the structure of
both the hospital preferences and the metric. It is natural to ask whether those are necessary or
whether there exist more general algorithms that do not rely on these assumptions. In this section,
we show that with the type of algorithms we have used so far, this is not possible. We define a
class of local-proposing algorithms and show that, for this class of algorithms, no algorithm outputs
PIIF and “stable” allocations, even for our most minimal stability definition, weak ex-ante stability
(see Definition 3.7).

In particular, we show two impossibility results for this class of algorithms:

1. For unfair preferences, even if the fairness metric is a proto-metric, there is no algorithm in
this class that outputs a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation.

2. For fair preferences and general metrics, there is no algorithm in this class that outputs a
PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation.

6.1 Defining the Class of Local-Proposing Algorithms

We start by defining two classes of algorithms, one for algorithms where the doctors propose and
one for algorithms where the hospitals propose. The classes are inspired by the Gale-Shapley
algorithm and by our new algorithms.

Doctor-proposing local algorithms. For the class of doctor-proposing algorithms, the algorithm
proceed in rounds, where in each round, we assume each doctor proposes a probability mass
to the hospitals. Since the doctors have deterministic preferences and do not have fairness con-
straints concerning the hospitals, we assume the doctors follow their preferences, and propose to
the hospitals according to this order (more about this in Remark 6.4). The hospitals might have
probabilistic preferences and do have fairness constraints concerning the doctors. Thus, we do not
assume a specific behavior from the hospitals.

Definition 6.1 (Local-proposing algorithm with doctors proposing). A local-proposing algorithm
with doctors proposing (LADP) is an algorithm that proceeds in rounds such that:

• At the beginning of the first round, each doctor has a free probability mass of 1.

• At each round, each doctor chooses a hospital to propose its free probability mass to. The doctors must
propose to the most preferred hospital that did not reject them yet.
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• After the doctors’ proposals, each hospital has the new probability mass proposed to it by each doctor
at the current round, and the probability mass it did not reject in earlier rounds available. The
hospital chooses some (possibly partial) probabilistic prospect using its available probability mass.
The probability mass that is not used for the prospect is rejected.

The algorithms in this class differ by the process of choosing the probabilistic prospect at each
round by each hospital. We assume that in this process, the hospitals are not aware of the prefer-
ences of the other hospitals or doctors.

Hospital-proposing local algorithms. We also define the corresponding class where the hospitals
propose to the doctors. In this case, motivated by Algorithm 3, where hospitals propose to clusters,
we allow the hospitals to treat sets of doctors as equals, i.e., propose probability mass to a set and
let the doctors in the set decide how to split it. For generality, we assume the hospitals can choose
which sets of doctors to treat as equals for the current round at each round (this generalizes our
Algorithm 3, where the clusters were fixed by the proto-metric). Further, we allow these sets of
equal doctors to reallocate preexisting mass (from previous rounds) among them, as we allow
the clusters in Algorithm 3. Thus, we allow each set treated equally in round t by hospital h to
reallocate the probability mass hospital h proposed to the set at this round and in earlier rounds.

Although we allow this generalization, we still make assumptions about how the doctors split
the probability mass inside these sets. The assumptions we make are natural because it means the
doctors are acting according to their preferences. These assumptions are also aligned with the way
each cluster splits the probability mass in Algorithm 3, using the probabilistic serial procedure (see
Algorithm 1). We assume that a doctor will never give up any probability mass from the highest
ranked hospital that proposed to it and that it will not be assigned with less than an equal share for
this hospital than any other doctor in its cluster (unless it contradicts the previous assumption).
Also, we assume that a cluster of doctors rejects a hospital’s probability mass only if all the doctors
in the cluster prefer every hospital they are assigned to over this hospital. We explain why these
assumptions are important in Remark 6.4.

We allow another generalization for this class, by allowing the hospitals to propose at each round,
less than their entire free probability mass. We explain more about why this generalization is
essential in the proofs of Theorems 6.13 and 6.9.

Definition 6.2 (Local-proposing algorithm with hospitals proposing). A local-proposing algorithm
with hospitals proposing (α-LAHP) with parameter α ∈ (0, 1] is an algorithm that proceeds in
rounds such that:

• At the beginning of the first round, each hospital h has a free probability mass 1. We denote the free
probability mass at round t by ph,t.

• At each round t ≥ 1, each hospital chooses a partition to clusters Ch,t (clustering) of the doctors D,
and a function fh,t : Ch,t → [0, 1] such that h proposes to each cluster of doctors C ∈ Ch,t probability
mass fh,t(C). For a doctor d ∈ D that is clustered in cluster C ∈ Ch,t in round t, we denote that
fh,t(d) = fh,t(C). The function fh,t must satisfy the following conditions:

– ∑C∈Ch,t
fh,t(C) ∈ [min {α, ph,t} , ph,t] (the hospital proposes at least α mass, if it can).

– ∀d ∈ D : ∑t fh,t(d) ≤ 1 (the sum of all proposals to any doctor is at most 1).
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• After the proposals of the hospitals, for every hospital h and cluster C ∈ Ch, the proposed probability
mass for cluster C by hospital h is

gh,t(C) = ∑
d∈C

πt−1(d)[h] + fh,t(C),

where ∀d ∈ D : π0(d)[h] = 0.

• Then, each doctor d has to choose a (possibly partial) probabilistic prospect πt(d). Any proposed prob-
ability mass that is not used in the allocations is rejected. The allocations must satisfy the following
conditions:

– For every hospital h and cluster C ∈ Ch,t:

∑
d∈C

πt(d)[h] ≤ gh,t(C).

– For every doctor d, denote by h∗d the highest ranked hospital by doctor d that satisfies that for
some cluster C ∈ Ch∗d ,t such that d ∈ C, gh,t(C) > 0, i.e., hospital h∗d is the highest ranked
hospital that proposed to a cluster that contains doctor d in round t. Then πt(d) satisfies that:

* Doctor d will not accept less probability mass than other doctors in the cluster, unless they
carried it from previous rounds, i.e., for every d′ ∈ C:

πt(d)[h∗d] ≥ πt(d′)[h∗d],

or
πt(d′)[h∗d] = πt−1(d′)[h∗d].

* Doctor d will accept at least the same probability mass as in the previous round, i.e.,

πt(d)[h∗d] ≥ πt−1(d)[h∗d].

– For every hospital h and cluster C ∈ Ch,t, if

∑
d∈C

πt(d)[h] < gh,t(C),

i.e., the cluster C rejects probability mass proposed by hospital h, then for every doctor d ∈ C

∑
h′∈H

πt(d)[h′] = 1,

and
∀h′ ∈ supp(πt(d)) : h′ �d h.

In words, if the cluster C rejects probability mass from hospital h, then all the doctors in cluster
C have full allocations and they prefer all the hospitals in their prospect over hospital h.

• Any probability mass that is unallocated by the doctors becomes free again, i.e.,

∀h ∈ H : ph,t+1 = ∑
C∈Ch

(
gh,t(C)− ∑

d∈C
πt(d)[h]

)
.
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The algorithms in this class differ by the process of choosing the proposals at each round by each
hospital, and the process of choosing the prospects in each round by the clusters. We assume that
the hospitals are not aware of the preferences of the other hospitals or doctors.

The class of algorithms for which we want to show impossibility is the union of the two classes
defined above.

Definition 6.3 (Local-proposing algorithm). A local-proposing algorithm is either a local-proposing
algorithm with doctors proposing or a local-proposing algorithm with hospitals proposing.

Further notes. The following remarks explain why the assumptions made in these classes defini-
tions are reasonable, and how they can be generalized to allow a small error.

Remark 6.4. In LAHP, the assumption that doctors accept the proposals according to their true
preferences is essential. Otherwise, for a small value of α, the doctors and hospitals can commu-
nicate their preferences (see below for more about how this could work). After a few rounds of
communication, each hospital can run a centralized algorithm to find a PIIF and weakly ex-ante al-
location and propose its allocation to the doctors. The doctors accept at this point. Since α is small,
the amount of probability mass “wasted” in these communication rounds is small too. Thus, the
output is ε-close to a PIIF and weakly ex-ante allocation. Thus, if we allow the doctors to accept
the proposals arbitrarily, there is no meaning in restricting to this algorithm class.

The communication can be executed as follows: At the initial round, each hospital h proposes α
n

mass to each doctor, and the doctor accepts t · α
n , where t is the position of hospital h in its ranking.

That way, the doctors can communicate its entire order of preferences to h. Similarly, the hospitals
communicate their preferences to the doctors. Then, the doctors communicate the preferences of
all the hospitals to the doctors.

Remark 6.5. The Gale-Shapley algorithm is a local proposing algorithm. Algorithm 3 and Algo-
rithm 4 are nearly in the class. The only difference is that these algorithms, we allow to stop if a
very small probability mass τ has left unallocated, and because of this, these algorithms achieve
2τ-PIIF and τ-weak ex-ante stability. Allowing this for the class of local-proposing algorithms will
not change our results for τ small enough.

For the classes LADP and 1-LAHP, we show that the algorithms in these classes cannot return a
solution without a constant error (1/3). Thus, for τ smaller than 1/6, allowing the algorithms to
output an approximation will not ”help”.

For the class α-LAHP, in our counter example we show that it is impossible to achieve τ <
1/
(⌈ 1

α

⌉
+ 3
)
≈ α.

6.2 Impossibility Result for Unfair Hospital Preferences

Our first impossibility result shows that no local-proposing algorithm outputs a PIIF and weakly
ex-ante stable allocation for unfair hospital preferences.

Theorem 6.6. There is no local-proposing algorithm that outputs a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable alloca-
tion if the preferences of the hospitals are not individually fair.

We start by showing this for each of the classes.
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Doctors propose. We show that if we do not require fair preferences from the hospitals, no LADP
satisfies both the fairness and stability requirements. We present a setting with four doctors: i, j, k, l
where d(i, j) = 0, d(k, l) = 0 and the distance between these two clusters is 1. Hospital A’s
preferences are

j �A k �A i �A l.

In the first round, doctors i and k propose to hospital A probability mass 1, and hospital A needs
to decide what to accept and reject. By controlling the preferences of other hospitals, we can create
two cases:

1. No other doctor proposes to hospital A in any later round, i.e., doctors j and l are matched
to hospitals they prefer over hospital A. In this case, the only way to achieve fairness and
stability is to accept probability 1 from doctor k and 0 from doctor i.

2. The doctors j and l propose probability mass 1 to hospital A in the second round. This
implies that hospital A is the most preferred hospital by doctors i, j, k and l, among the
hospitals to which they can be possibly matched to. Since d(k, l) = 0, in any fair allocation,
any prospect for hospital A that involves doctor k with probability p must involve doctor l
with probability p too. Thus, the prospect{

j, w.p. 1/2
i, w.p. 1/2

stochastically dominates any prospect that involves doctor k. Hence, in the first round, when
only doctors i and k have proposed, the only way to achieve fairness and stability is to accept
at least probability 1/2 from doctor i. That way, later hospital A would be able to accept
probability mass 1/2 from j.

The problem is that hospital A cannot distinguish between these two cases in the first round.

Theorem 6.7. There is no algorithm a ∈ LADP that returns a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation
in the setting of a proto-metric and unfair preferences.

Proof. Assume for contradiction there exists a LADP a that returns a PIIF and weakly ex-ante
stable allocation. Consider the following example:

Let D = {i, j, k, l, x, y} be the set of doctors, H = {A, B, C, D, E, F} be the set of hospitals and all
the distances are 1 except: d(k, l) = 0, d(i, j) = 0.

The preferences of the doctors are:

A �i B �i C �i D �i E �i F,
F �j A �j B �j C �j D �j E,

A �k B �k C �k D �k E �k F,
E �l A �l B �l C �l D �l F,
F �x D �x A �x B �x C �x E,
E �y C �y A �y B �y D �y F.
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The preferences of the hospitals (except E and F) are:

j �A k �A i �A l �A x �A y,
j �B k �B i �B l �B x �B y,
y �C x �C j �C k �C i �C l,
y �D x �D j �D k �D i �D l.

Let us divide into two cases:

1. Hospital F’s preferences are:

j �F x �F k �F i �F l �F y

and hospital E’s preferences are:

l �E y �E k �E i �E j �E x.

In any PIIF allocation π, the selectively fair alternative allocation νF,j = (F, {j} , {j, w.p. 1})
exists and is active if Pr[π(F) = j] < 1. The alternative νF,j satisfies the fairness requirement
between doctors i and j since hospital F is doctor i’s least preferred hospital. The alternative
νF,j is active since doctor j and hospital F are each other’s most preferred match.

Given the assumption Pr[π(F) = j] = 1, similarly, for any PIIF allocation π where Pr[π(E) =
l] < 1, the selectively fair alternative allocation (E, {l} , {l, w.p. 1}) is active.

Given Pr[π(F) = j] = 1 and Pr[π(E) = l] = 1, for any PIIF allocation π where Pr[π(D) =
x] < 1, the selectively fair alternative allocation (D, {x} , {x, w.p. 1}) is active.

Given Pr[π(F) = j] = 1, Pr[π(D) = x] = 1 and Pr[π(E) = l] = 1, for any PIIF allocation
π where Pr[π(C) = y] < 1, the selectively fair alternative allocation (C, {y} , {y, w.p. 1}) is
active.

Given all the above and since k �A i, if Pr[π(A) = k] < 1 the selectively fair alternative
allocation (A, {k} , {k, w.p. 1}) is active. Since doctor l is always matched to hospital E and
E �l A, the fairness requirement between doctors k and l is satisfied.

Thus, the only PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation is

π∗ = {(A, k), (B, i), (C, y), (D, x), (E, l), (F, j) w.p. 1} .

Since algorithm a is a LADP, in the first round, doctors j and x propose 1 to hospital F,
doctors l and y propose 1 to hospital E and doctors i and k propose 1 to hospital A. By
the assumptions above, hospital F accepts doctor j and rejects doctor x, hospital E accepts
doctor l and doctor rejects y and hospital A accepts doctor k and rejects doctor i. At the
second round, doctor i proposes 1 to hospital B, doctor x propose 1 to hospital D and doctor
y propose 1 to hospital C and they all accept.

2. Hospital F’s preferences are: x �F j �F k �F i �F l �F y and hospital E’s preferences are:
y �E l �E k �E i �E j �E x.
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By a similar analysis to the first case, for any PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable matching π:
Pr[π(F) = x] = 1 and Pr[π(E) = y] = 1.

The only possibility for a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation is if hospital A’s prospect
satisfies that Pr[π(A) = i] = Pr[π(A) = j] = 1/2. Otherwise the selectively fair alternative
allocation

νA,i,j =

(
A, {i, j} , σi,j =

{
i, w.p. 1/2
j, w.p. 1/2

)
is active. This is because:

• The distribution σi,j is IF.

• Since doctor j and hospital F are never matched, hospital A is at least preferred by
doctors i and j as any hospital in the support of their prospect.

• Hospital A is the most preferred hospital that doctors k and l can be matched to, and
d(k, l) = 0. Therefore, in any PIIF allocation, Pr[π(A) = l] = Pr[π(A) = k]. Thus, the
prospect σi,j stochastically dominates any PIIF prospect by A, subject to PIIF.

Since algorithm a is a LADP in the first round, doctors j and x propose 1 to hospital F, doctors
l and y propose 1 to hospital E and doctors i and k propose 1 to hospital A.

Hospital A got the same proposals as in the previous run and cannot distinguish that the
preferences of the other hospitals have changed. Thus, hospital A accepts doctor k and
rejects doctor i. In any stable allocation, hospital A is matched to doctor i with a probability
of 1/2; this contradicts the assumption that algorithm a’s output is PIIF and weakly ex-ante
stable.

Hospitals propose. Next, we show that no LAHP outputs a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allo-
cation for unfair preferences. We start by showing this for α = 1.

The idea behind the proof is showing a scenario with four doctors, i, j, k and l where doctors i and
j are similar and doctors k and l are similar. Hospital A’s preferences are j �A k �A i �A l. The
doctors i and k rank hospital A first. If the doctors j and l rank hospital A first too, in any PIIF and
weakly ex-ante stable allocation, hospital A’s prospect is{

i, w.p. 1/2
j, w.p. 1/2.

Since hospital A is ranked first by all the doctors, the first proposal A makes is accepted and is its
final allocation. Thus, A must propose to {

i, w.p. 1/2
j, w.p. 1/2

in the first round. If doctors j and l do not rank hospital A first, and there are other hospitals, D
and C, that rank doctors j and l first and are ranked first by doctors j and l respectively, in any
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PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation, hospital A’s prospect is {k, w.p. 1}. Hospital A cannot
distinguish these two cases (since it doesn’t know the doctors’ preferences). Thus, it must propose
to doctors i and j in the second case too, and doctor i must accept. Thus, the algorithm outputs an
unstable allocation.

Theorem 6.8. In the setting of a proto-metric and unfair preferences, there is no algorithm a ∈ 1-LAHP
that returns a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation.

Proof. Assume for contradiction there exists a 1-LAHP a that returns a PIIF and weakly ex-ante
stable allocation. Consider the following example:

Let D = {i, j, k, l} be the set of doctors, H = {A, B, C, D} be the set of hospitals and all the
distances are 1 except: d(i, j) = 0, d(k, l) = 0.

The preferences of the doctors i and k are:

A �i B �i C �i D,
A �k B �k C �k D.

The preferences of the hospitals are:

j �A k �A i �A l,
j �B k �B i �B l,
j �D l �D i �D k,
k �C j �C l �C i.

We divide into two cases:

1. The preference of doctor j are
A �j B �j C �j D

and the preferences of doctor l are

A �l B �l D �l C.

First, we show that the only PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution for this set of preferences
is

π∗1(A) =

{
i, w.p. 1/2
j, w.p. 1/2.

Let π be some PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation, assume that

π(A) 6=
{

i, w.p. 1/2
j, w.p. 1/2

,

we claim that the selectively fair alternative allocation

νA,i,j =

(
A, {i, j} , σi,j =

{
i, w.p. 1/2
j, w.p. 1/2

)
is active. This is because:
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• The distribution σi,j is IF.

• Hospital A is the most preferred hospital by doctors i and j.

• Since π is PIIF, d(k, l) = 0 and A is ranked first by k and l, we know that Pr[π(A) =
k] = Pr[π(A) = l], which implies that σi,j �A π(A).

Hospital A is ranked first by all the doctors. Thus, no matter what clustering hospital A
chooses in the first round, in any cluster C that hospital A proposes to, every doctor in
cluster C must accept 1/|C| fraction of the proposed probability mass from hospital A. For
the same reason, none of the clusters would reject any probability mass from hospital A.
Thus, any probability mass proposed by hospital A to any cluster would be accepted and
assigned to hospital A in the final allocation.

Thus, hospital A has two options:

(a) Choose a clustering where doctors i and j are a cluster Ci,j, and propose probability
mass 1 to cluster Ci,j on the first round. Both doctors i and j rank hospital A first. Thus,
they cannot reject any of the probability mass hospital A proposed. From this reason
and since they both do not have any probability mass from previous rounds, they must
choose the allocation σi,j.

(b) Choose a clustering such that doctors i and j are each on their own singleton cluster Ci
and Cj respectively and propose probability mass 1/2 to each of them. From they same
reasons they both must accept.

2. The preference of doctor j are
D �j A �j B �j C,

and the preferences of doctor l are

C �l B �l A �l D.

The only PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution for this set of preferences is

π∗2 = {(k, A), (j, D), (l, C), (i, B) w.p. 1} .

This is because doctor j ranks hospital D first and hospital D ranks doctor j first, and doctor
i ranks hospital D last. Thus, doctor j and hospital D must be matched. Otherwise, the
selectively fair alternative allocation (D, {j} , {j, w.p. 1}) is active.

Similarly, the pairs (C, l), (A, k) and (B, i) rank each other first between individuals whose
prospect has not been determined yet, and are at distance 1 from D\ {j}. Thus, algorithm a
must match them with probability 1.

However, we know that hospital A has only two possible way to choose a clustering and
proposals on the first round:

(a) Choose the clustering where doctors i and j are in the same cluster Ci,j and proposes 1 to
this cluster. Doctor i still ranks hospital A first, therefore, none of the probability mass
hospital A proposed is rejected from this cluster. Since there is no allocated probability
mass from previous rounds, at the end of this round π1(i)[A] ≥ π1(j)[A] which implies
that π1(i)[A] ≥ 1/2.
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(b) Choose the clustering where doctors i and j are each on their own cluster Ci and Cj
respectively and propose probability mass 1/2 to each of them. From the same reasons,
doctor i cannot reject any probability mass that hospital A proposed, and π1(i)[A] =
1/2.

Since doctor i ranks hospital A first, no matter what clustering or proposals hospital A
chooses in later rounds, doctor i would accept from hospital A at least the same probability
mass as in this round. This means that in the final allocation π(i)[A] ≥ π1(i)[A] = 1/2 > 0.
However, in the only stable allocation, π∗2(i)[A] = 0. Thus, algorithm a does not return the
only PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution.

Extending to general α. Next, we show that the negative result can be extended to any α > 0.
The idea behind this proof is similar to the case where α = 1. However, in this case, we only know
that while hospital A does not distinguish the cases described above, hospital A proposes to{

i, w.p. 1/2
j, w.p. 1/2

in the first
⌈ 1

α

⌉
rounds. Moreover, any probability that hospital A proposes to doctor i, will remain

matched to i at the final allocation. Thus, hospital A might want to delay proposing to doctor i
as long as possible. To make sure that hospital A does propose some probability mass to doctor
i, hospital D must be delayed for at least

⌈
1/2

α

⌉
rounds before proposing to doctor j and letting

hospital A notice the difference in the preferences of doctor j. For simplicity, in the proof we delay
hospital D by

⌈ 1
α

⌉
rounds.

Theorem 6.9. There is no algorithm a ∈ α-LAHP that returns a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation
in the setting of a proto-metric and unfair preferences.

Proof. Assume for contradiction that there exists a α-LAHP a, for α ∈ (0, 1], that returns a PIIF and
weakly ex-ante stable allocation. Consider the following example:

Define β =
⌈ 1

α

⌉
. Let D =

{
i, j, k, l, d1, ..., dβ

}
be the set of doctors, H =

{
A, B, C, D, H1, ..., Hβ

}
be

the set of hospitals and all the distances are 1 except: d(i, j) = 0, d(k, l) = 0.

The preferences of the doctors (except doctors j and l) are:

A �i B �i C �i D �i H1 �i ... �i Hβ,

A �k B �k C �k D �k H1 �k ... �k Hβ,

∀m ∈ [β] :A �dm Hm �dm H1 �dm ... �dm Hm−1 �dm Hm+1 �dm ... �dm Hβ �dm B �dm C �dm D.
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The preferences of the hospitals are:

j �A k �A i �A l �A d1 �A ... �A dβ,

j �B k �B i �B l �B d1 �B ... �B dβ,

d1 �D ... �D dβ �D j �D l �D i �D k,

k �C j �C l �C i �C d1 �C ... �C dβ,

∀m ∈ [β] :dm �Hm d1 �Hm ... �Hm dm−1 �Hm dm+1 �Hm ... �Hm dβ �Hm i �Hm k �Hm j �Hm l.

We divide into two cases:

1. The preference of doctor j are

A �j B �j C �j D �j H1 �j ... �j Hβ

and the preferences of doctor l are

A �l B �l D �l C �l H1 �l ... �l Hβ.

First, we show that the only PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution for this set of preferences
is where

π∗1(A) =

{
i, w.p. 1/2
j, w.p. 1/2.

Let π be some PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation, assume that

π(A) 6=
{

i, w.p. 1/2
j, w.p. 1/2,

we claim that the selectively fair alternative allocation

νA,i,j =

(
A, {i, j} , σi,j =

{
i, w.p. 1/2
j, w.p. 1/2

)
is active. This is because:

• The distribution σi,j is IF.

• For any doctor d ∈
{

d1, ..., dβ

}
, replacing d by doctor i or doctor j stochastically dom-

inates the current allocation. Since the allocation π is PIIF, d(k, l) = 0 and hospital A
is ranked first by doctors k and l, we know that Pr[π(A) = k] = Pr[π(A) = l], which
implies that σi,j �A π(A).

• Hospital A is doctors i and j’s most preferred hospital.

Hospital A is the most preferred hospital by all the doctors. Thus, for any clustering option,
in any round, any proposals that hospital A makes are accepted with some probability by
all the doctors in the proposed clusters. Thus, in the first β rounds, hospital A can propose
only to clusters that contain doctors i and j. This implies that after β rounds, doctor i has
accepted probability mass 1/2 from hospital A.
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2. The preference of j are
D �j A �j B �j C �j H1 �j ... �j Hβ

and the preferences of l are

C �l B �l A �l D �l H1 �l ... �l Hβ.

The only PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution for these preferences is

π∗2 =
{
(k, A), (j, D), (l, C), (i, B), (d1, H1), ..., (dβ, Hβ) w.p. 1

}
.

This is because doctor j ranks hospital D first, hospital D ranks doctor j first and doctor
i ranks hospital D last. Thus, doctor j and hospital D must be matched. Otherwise, the
selectively fair alternative allocation (D, {j} , {j, w.p. 1} is active.

Similarly, the pairs (C, l), (A, k), (B, i), ∀m ∈ [β] : (Hm, dm) rank each other first between
individuals whose prospect has not been determined yet, and are at distance 1 from D\ {j}.
Thus, algorithm a must match them with probability 1.

Assume hospital A does not see any difference from the first case in the first β rounds. Then,
in one of the first β rounds, hospital A must propose 1/2 probability mass to doctor i, and i
must accept since it ranks A first. For the same reason, doctor i will never reject hospital A,
and then algorithm a does not return the only PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution. Hos-
pital A notices the difference in the preferences when hospital D proposes some probability
mass to doctor j, and j rejects some probability mass from A, or reassign it to doctor i.

Thus, to finish the proof, we have to show that hospital D proposes to doctor j after at least β
rounds. We show that hospital D must propose to the doctors inD by order of its preferences
before proposing to doctor j. Otherwise, algorithm a might return an unstable allocation. We
prove this by induction over the doctors in D\ {i, j, k, l} by order of D’s preferences.

Base: The first doctor that hospital D proposes to must be d1. Otherwise, if hospital D is
ranked highest by all the doctors, any other doctor that hospital D proposes will accept and
not reject in any later round. Then the output will be unstable. In the first round, hospital D
cannot distinguish this case from any other case. Thus, hospital D must cluster doctor d1 in
a singleton cluster and propose to this singleton in the first round.

Step: The m-th doctor that hospital D proposes to must be the one ranked m-th by D. As-
sume from the induction assumption that until step t, hospital D proposed to clusters that
contains doctors from the set

Sm−1 =
{

r−1
D (d) ≤ m− 1 : d ∈ D

}
.

We claim that at step t + 1, hospital D will propose only to clusters that contain doctors from
Sm. Otherwise, consider the case where for every doctor d ∈ Sm−1, r−1

d (D) = |D| there exists
some hospital h ∈ H\ {D} such that rd(1) = h and rh(1) = d.

For every d ∈ Sm−1, in any weakly ex-ante stable allocation, d must be matched to the hos-
pital they ranked first with probability 1.

At step t + 1, hospital D does not have any knowledge about the preferences of the doctors
in D\Sm−1. Suppose that for every doctor d ∈ D\Sm−1, rd(1) = D. Then in any weakly
ex-ante stable allocation, hospital D is matched dm with probability 1.
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More than that, any doctor from D\Sm that hospital D will propose to will be matched to D
in the final allocation some probability mass. Thus, hospital D cannot propose at step t + 1
to any cluster that contains a doctor in D\Sm.

We are now set to prove Theorem 6.6.

Proof of Theorem 6.6. The proof is immediate from Theorems 6.9 and 6.7.

6.3 Impossibility Result for General Metrics

In this section, we show that even if we require mutual replacement individually fair hospital
preferences (see Definition 2.11), the strongest fairness requirement we defined for general metrics,
there is no local-proposing algorithm that outputs a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation.

Theorem 6.10. There is no local-proposing algorithm that outputs a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allo-
cation if the preferences of the hospitals are mutual replacement individually fair with respect to a general
metric.

For the counter examples we use later in this section, we define below a distribution rh over the
preferences of a hospital h over four doctors d1, d2, d3 and d4. The distances according to the metric
are d(d1, d3) = 1/3, d(d2, d4) = 1/3 and the rest of the distances are 1. The distribution rh is mutual
replacement individually fair. Moreover, the distribution rh satisfies that:

∀i ∈ [3] : {di, w.p. 1} �h {di+1, w.p. 1}

where the comparison is by stochastic domination.

We denote this type of preferences as

d1 �̃h d2 �̃h d3 �̃h d4.

The following doubly stochastic matrix describes the distribution rh:

d1 d2 d3 d4
Rank 1 1/2 1/3 1/6 0
Rank 2 1/6 2/9 5/18 1/3
Rank 3 1/6 2/9 5/18 1/3
Rank 4 1/6 2/9 5/18 1/3
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To verify mutual-replacement individual fairness, we specify the full distribution rh:

rh =



d2 �h d4 �h d1 �h d3, w.p. 2/36
d2 �h d4 �h d3 �h d1, w.p. 2/36
d2 �h d1 �h d4 �h d3, w.p. 2/36
d2 �h d3 �h d4 �h d1, w.p. 2/36
d2 �h d1 �h d3 �h d4, w.p. 2/36
d2 �h d3 �h d1 �h d4, w.p. 2/36

d1 �h d3 �h d2 �h d4, w.p. 3/36
d1 �h d3 �h d4 �h d2, w.p. 3/36
d1 �h d2 �h d3 �h d4, w.p. 3/36
d1 �h d4 �h d3 �h d2, w.p. 3/36
d1 �h d2 �h d4 �h d2, w.p. 3/36
d1 �h d4 �h d2 �h d3, w.p. 3/36

d3 �h d1 �h d2 �h d4, w.p. 1/36
d3 �h d1 �h d4 �h d2, w.p. 1/36
d3 �h d2 �h d1 �h d4, w.p. 1/36
d3 �h d4 �h d1 �h d2, w.p. 1/36
d3 �h d2 �h d4 �h d1, w.p. 1/36
d3 �h d4 �h d2 �h d1, w.p. 1/36

We also note that for any doctor d at distance 1 from d1, d2, d3, d4, if the preferences are

d �h d1 �̃h d2 �̃h d3 �̃h d4

or
d1 �̃h d2 �̃h d3 �̃h d4 �h d

the mutual-replacement individual fairness requirement is still satisfied.

Doctors propose. We start by showing that for any LADP, there exists a set of preferences of
the doctors and hospitals and a distance metric for which the algorithm will output an unstable
allocation.

This proof is similar to the proof for Theorem 6.7. There are four doctors i, j, k and l such that
d(i, j) = 1/3 and d(k, l) = 1/3 and the rest of the distances are 1. The preferences of hospital
A are j �̃h k �̃h i �̃h l. In the first round, doctors k and i propose probability mass 1 to hospital A
(they rank A first), and hospital A does not know which doctors will propose to it in the following
rounds:

• If no other doctor will propose to hospital A later, i.e., all the other doctors are matched to
hospitals they prefer over hospital A, then in any weakly ex-ante stable allocation, hospital
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A’s prospect is {k, w.p. 1}. Thus, hospital A must reject all the probability mass that doctor
i proposes.

• If doctors j and l propose to hospital A in the second round, i.e., they rank hospital A first
between hospitals that did not reject them, then in any PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allo-
cation, hospital A’s prospect is {

j, w.p. 2/3
i, w.p. 1/3.

Since hospital A cannot distinguish these two cases on the first round, assume that A rejected all
the probability mass that doctor i proposed. Since d(i, j) = 1/3 and doctor i ranks hospital A first,
hospital A can be matched to doctor j with no more than probability 1/3. Since doctors l and
k both prefer hospital A over all their possible matches and d(k, l) = 1/3, the best prospect for
hospital A subject to PIIF is 

j, w.p. 1/3
k, w.p. 1/2
l, w.p. 1/6

and this prospect is stochastically dominated by{
j, w.p. 2/3
i, w.p. 1/3,

which leads to instability.

Theorem 6.11. In the setting of general metrics and mutual replacement individually fair hospital prefer-
ences, there is no a ∈ LADP that returns a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation.

Proof. Assume for contradiction that there exists a LADP a that returns a PIIF and weakly ex-
ante stable allocation for mutual replacement individually fair hospital preferences. Consider the
following example:

Let D = {i, j, k, l, x, y} be the set of doctors, H = {A, B, C, D, E, F} be the set of hospitals and all
the distances are 1 except: d(k, l) = 1/3, d(i, j) = 1/3.

The preferences of the doctors are:

A �i B �i C �i D �i E,�i F,
F �j A �j B �j C �j D �j E,

A �k B �k C �k D �k E �k F,
E �l A �l B �l C �l D �l F,
F �x D �x A �x B �x C �x E,
E �y C �y A �y B �y D �y F.
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The preferences of the hospitals (besides hospitals E and F) are:

j �̃A k �̃A i �̃A l �A x �A y,
j �̃B k �̃B i �̃B l �B x �B y,
y �C x �C j �̃C k �̃C i �̃C l,
x �D y �D j �̃D k �̃D i �̃D l.

Let us divide into two cases:

1. Hospital F’s preferences are:

j �̃F k �̃F i �̃F l �F x �F y

and hospital E’s preferences are:

l �̃E j �̃E k �̃E i �E x �E y.

The preferences of the hospitals are of the structure presented above. Therefore, they are
mutual replacement individually fair.

Let π be a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution for this problem. We claim that there is a
unique solution

π∗ = {(A, k), (B, i), (C, y), (D, x), (E, l), (F, j), w.p. 1} .

We first show that Pr[π(F) = j] = 1. Assume for contradiction that Pr[π(F) = j] < 1, then
the selectively fair alternative allocation νF,j = (F, {j} , {j, w.p. 1}) is active. This is because:

• Hospital F is doctor i’s least preferred hospital and doctor j is at distance 1 from all the
other doctors. Thus, νF,j satisfies the fairness requirement.

• Hospital F is doctor j’s most preferred hospital, so j prefers F over any hospital in doctor
j’s prospect.

• Being assigned to doctor j stochastically dominates any other prospect for hospital F.

Similarly, Pr[π(E) = l] = 1.

Next we claim that Pr[π(D) = x] = 1 and Pr[π(C) = y] = 1 since otherwise the contracts
νD = (D, {x} , {x, w.p. 1}) and νC = (C, {y} , {y, w.p. 1}) are active. This is because:

• The distributions {x, w.p. 1} , {y, w.p. 1} are individually fair.

• Hospitals D and C are doctors x and y’s most preferred hospitals that are not always
assigned to other doctors respectively. Thus, x and y always prefer D and C respectively
over any hospital in their prospect in the allocation π.

• Being assigned to doctors x and y stochastically dominates any other possible prospect
for hospitals D and C respectively.
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Thus, hospital A’s prospect must be some combination of doctors k and i and since d(k, i) = 1
and k �̃A i, we have that the only weakly ex-ante stable solution is when Pr[π(A) = k] = 1.

Given all the above, the allocation π∗ is the unique weakly ex-ante stable solution.

Since algorithm a is a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable LADP, we know the order of proposals
of the doctors and know what probability mass the hospitals must accept. In the first round,
doctors i and k propose 1 to hospital A, hospital A rejects doctor i and accepts doctor k.
Doctors j and x propose 1 to hospital F, hospital F rejects doctor x and accepts doctor j.
Doctors l and y propose 1 to hospital E, hospital E rejects doctor y and accepts doctor l. In
the second round, doctor i proposes 1 to hospital B, and hospital B accepts. Doctor x propose
1 to hospital D, and hospital D accepts. Doctor y proposes 1 to hospital C, and hospital C
accepts.

2. Hospital F’s preferences are:

x �F j �̃F k �̃F i �̃F l �F y,

and hospital E’s preferences are:

y �E l �̃E j �̃E k �̃E i �E x.

Since the preferences of the hospitals are of the structure presented earlier they are mutual
replacement individually fair.

Let the allocation π be a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution. First we claim that Pr[π(F) =
x] = 1, Pr[π(E) = y] = 1. Otherwise, the selectively fair alternative allocations νF =
(F, {x} , {x, w.p. 1}) and νE = (E, {y} , {y, w.p. 1}) are active. This is because:

• The distributions {x, w.p. 1} , {y, w.p. 1} are individually fair.

• Doctors x and y are hospitals E and F’s most preferred doctors respectively. Thus, the
alternative of always being matched to doctors x and y stochastically dominates any
prospect for hospitals E and F respectively.

• Hospitals F and E are doctors x and y’s most preferred hospitals respectively. Thus,
hospitals F and E are always more preferred by x and y respectively over any hospital
in their prospect in the allocation π.

Next, we claim that

π(A) =

{
i, w.p. 1/3
j, w.p. 2/3

.

For any other PIIF allocation the selectively fair alternative allocation

ν =

(
A, {i, j} , σi,j =

{
i, w.p. 1/3
j, w.p. 2/3

)

is active. This is because:

• The distribution σi,j is IF.
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• Between H\ {E, F}, hospital A is the most preferred hospital by doctors i, j, k, l. Thus,
in any PIIF solution

|Pr[π(A) = j]− Pr[π(A) = i]| ≤ 1/3, |Pr[π(A) = k]− Pr[π(A) = l]| ≤ 1/3.

Under these constraints, the prospect σi,j stochastically dominates A’s prospect, subject
to PIIF.

When running algorithm a, in the first round, all the doctors propose the same as in the pre-
vious described run: doctors j and x propose 1 to hospital F, doctors l and y propose 1 to
hospital E and doctors i and k propose 1 to hospital A. Since hospital A cannot distinguish
this run from the previous, hospital A rejects doctor i and accepts doctor k. Thus, in algo-
rithm a’s output, doctor i is never matched to hospital A. Thus, algorithm a does not return
a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution, and we have obtained a contradiction.

Hospitals propose. Next, we prove that no 1-LAHP outputs a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable
allocation for the setting of mutual replacement individual fairness and a general metric. The
proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 6.9. There are four hospitals i, j, k and l, in the proof
of Theorem 6.9 the preferences of hospital A were j �A k �A i �A l. In this case, since we require
fair preferences, and the preferences of hospital A are j �̃A k �̃A i �̃A l.

If all doctors rank hospital A first, then any proposal that A makes in the first round will be
accepted and not rejected in the entire run. Moreover, we arrange the other preferences such that
there is a single weakly ex-ante stable and PIIF allocation for A. Thus, hospital A must propose in
the first round to its outcome in this PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation which is{

i, w.p. 1/3
j, w.p. 2/3

.

If doctor j prefers hospital D over hospital A and hospital D ranks doctor j first, then we arrange
the other preference such that in the only PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation, hospital A’s
prospect is {k, w.p.1}, and hospital A is still doctor i’s favorite hospital. However, hospital A
cannot distinguish between these two scenarios and proposes to doctor i in the first round. Once
doctor i accepted hospital A’s proposal, doctor i will never reject it. Thus, hospital A’s prospect is
different from {k, w.p.1}, although it is the only PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation.

Theorem 6.12. In the setting of a general metric and mutual replacement individually fair preferences,
there is no a ∈ 1-LAHP that returns a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation.

Proof. Assume for contradiction that there exists a 1-LAHP a that returns a PIIF and weakly ex-
ante stable allocation. Consider the following example:

Let D = {i, j, k, l} be the set of doctors, H = {A, B, C, D} be the set of hospitals and all the
distances are 1 except: d(i, j) = 1/3, d(k, l) = 1/3.
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The preferences of doctors i and k are:

A �i B �i C �i D,
A �k B �k C �k D.

The preferences of the hospitals are:

j �̃A k �̃A i �̃A l,
j �̃B k �̃B i �̃B l,
j �̃D l �̃D i �̃D k,
k �̃C j �̃C l �̃C i.

We divide into two cases:

1. The preference of doctor j are
A �j B �j C �j D

and the preferences of doctor l are

A �l B �l D �l C.

First, we show that in any PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution π∗1 for these preferences
that satisfies that

π∗1(A) =

{
i, w.p. 1/3
j, w.p. 2/3.

Let the allocation π be some PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation, assume that

π(A) 6=
{

i, w.p. 1/3
j, w.p. 2/3.

We claim that the selectively fair alternative allocation

νA,i,j =

(
A, {i, j} , σi,j =

{
i, w.p. 1/3
j, w.p. 2/3

)

is active. This is because:

• The distribution σi,j is IF.

• Hospital A is the most preferred hospital by all the doctors. Thus, in any PIIF solution

|Pr[π(A) = j]− Pr[π(A) = i]| ≤ 1/3, |Pr[π(A) = k]− Pr[π(A) = l]| ≤ 1/3.

Under these constraints, the prospect σi,j stochastically dominates any other prospect
for hospital A subject to PIIF.

• Hospital A is doctors i and j’s most preferred hospital. Thus, hospital A is preferred
over any other hospital in their prospect.
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Hospital A is the most preferred hospital by all the doctors. Thus, for any clustering hospital
A chooses, any proposals it makes on the first round would be accepted uniformly by all the
doctors in the proposed clusters. More than that, for the same reason, this accepted mass
would not be rejected or reallocated in any later round. Thus, if hospital A is assigned at the
end of the run to the allocation σi,j, hospital A must choose a clustering where doctors i and
j are in different singleton clusters Ci and Cj respectively, and propose probability mass 1/3
to cluster Ci and probability mass 2/3 to cluster Cj on the first round.

2. The preference of doctor j are
D �j A �j B �j C

and the preferences of doctor l are

C �l B �l A �l D.

We claim that the only PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution for these preferences is

π∗2 = {(k, A), (j, D), (l, C), (i, B), w.p. 1} .

This is because doctor j ranks hospital D first, hospital D ranks doctor j first and doctor
i ranks hospital D last. Thus, doctor j and hospital D must be matched. Otherwise, the
selectively fair alternative allocation (D, {j} , {j, w.p. 1} is active.

Similarly, the pairs (C, l), (A, k) and (B, i) rank each other first between individuals whose
prospect has not been determined yet, and are at distance 1 from D\ {j}. Thus, algorithm a
must match them with probability 1.

However, we know that in the first round, hospital A proposes probability mass 1/3 to
doctor i and i must accept, since A is its most preferred hospital. From the same reason,
doctor i will never reject or reallocate any probability mass from hospital A. In the allocation
π∗2 , doctor i is matched to hospital A with probability 0. Thus, algorithm a does not return
the only PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution.

Extending to general α. Next, we generalize the proof above to any value of α in (0, 1]. The
difference between the two cases is that now, if α ≤ 2/3, A would want to start by proposing α
probability mass to doctor j and only if j accepts, then it proposes to doctor i. However, if we could
“delay” hospital D so it proposes to doctor j only after

⌈
2/3

α

⌉
rounds, then hospital A would have

no other option than proposing some probability mass to doctor i, before being rejected by doctor
j. This puts us in a similar situation to the proof of the α = 1 case, and we show the algorithm
will not reach a fair and stable solution. For simplicity, in the proof we delay hospital D by

⌈ 1
α

⌉
rounds.

Theorem 6.13. There is no a ∈ α-LAHP that returns a PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation in the
setting of a general metric and mutual replacement individually fair hospital preferences.
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Proof. Assume for contradiction that there exists a α-LAHP a, for α ∈ (0, 1], that returns a PIIF and
weakly ex-ante stable allocation. Consider the following example:

Define β =
⌈ 1

α

⌉
. Let D =

{
i, j, k, l, d1, ..., dβ

}
be the set of doctors, H =

{
A, B, C, D, H1, ..., Hβ

}
be

the set of hospitals and all the distances are 1 except: d(i, j) = 1/3, d(k, l) = 1/3.

The preferences of the doctors (besides doctors j and l) are:

A �i B �i C �i H1 �i ... �i Hβ �i D,

A �k B �k C �k D �k H1 �k ... �k Hβ,

∀m ∈ [β] :A �dm Hm �dm H1 �dm ... �dm Hm−1 �dm Hm+1 �dm ... �dm Hβ �dm B �dm C �dm D.

The preferences of the hospitals are:

j �̃A k �̃A i �̃A l �A d1 �A ... �A dβ,

j �̃B k �̃B i �̃B l �B d1 �B ... �B dβ,

k �̃C j �̃C l �̃C i �C d1 �C ... �C dβ,

d1 �D ... �D dβ �D j �̃D l �̃D i �̃D k,

∀m ∈ [β] :dm �Hm d1 �Hm ... �Hm dm−1 �Hm dm+1 �Hm ... �Hm dβ �Hm i �̃Hm k �̃Hm j �̃Hm l.

We divide into two cases:

1. The preference of doctor j are

A �j B �j C �j D �j H1 �j ... �j Hβ,

and the preferences of doctor l are

A �l B �l D �l C �l H1 �l ... �l Hβ.

First, we show that in any PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution π∗1 for these preferences
satisfies that

π∗1(A) =

{
i, w.p. 1/3
j, w.p. 2/3.

Let the allocation π be some PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable allocation, assume that

π(A) 6=
{

i, w.p. 1/3
j, w.p. 2/3.

We claim that the selectively fair alternative allocation

νA,i,j =

(
A, {i, j} , σi,j =

{
i, w.p. 1/3
j, w.p. 2/3

)

is active. This is because:
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• The distribution σi,j is IF.

• Hospital A is doctors i and j’s most preferred hospital. Thus, they prefer hospital A
over any hospital in their prospect in the allocation π.

• For any doctor d ∈
{

d1, ..., dβ

}
, replacing doctor d by doctors i or j stochastically domi-

nates hospital A’s prospect in the allocation π. Since the allocation π is PIIF and all the
doctors rank hospital A first,

|Pr[π(A) = j]− Pr[π(A) = i]| ≤ 1/3, |Pr[π(A) = k]− Pr[π(A) = l]| ≤ 1/3.

Under these constraints, the prospect σi,j maximizes over the rank of hospital A’s prospect.

Hospital A is the most preferred hospital by all the doctors. Thus, for any clustering hospital
A chooses, any proposals it makes would be accepted by all the doctors in the proposed
clusters. More than that, for the same reason, this accepted mass would not be rejected or
reallocated in any later round. At the end of the run, hospital A is assigned to the prospect
σi,j. This implies that hospital A must propose probability mass only to clusters that contain
the doctors i and j, and it must propose at least α probability mass at each round. Thus, after
β =

⌈ 1
α

⌉
rounds, hospital A’s prospect must be σi,j.

2. The preference of doctor j are

D �j A �j B �j C �j H1 �j ... �j Hβ,

and the preferences of doctor l are

C �l B �l A �l D �l H1 �l ... �l Hβ.

We show that the only PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable solution for these preferences is

π∗2 =
{
(k, A), (j, D), (l, C), (i, B), (d1, H1), ..., (dβ, Hβ) : 1

}
.

This is because doctor j ranks hospital D first, hospital D ranks doctor j first and doctor
i ranks hospital D last. Thus, doctor j and hospital D must be matched. Otherwise, the
selectively fair alternative allocation (D, {j} , {j, w.p. 1}) is active.

Similarly, the pairs (C, l), (A, k), (B, i), ∀m ∈ [β] : (Hm, dm), rank each other first between
individuals that their prospect had not been determined yet (determining by this order), and
are in distance 1 from every doctor inD\ {j}. Thus, algorithm a must match these pairs with
probability 1.

Assume hospital A does not see any difference from the first case in the first β rounds. Then,
in one of the first β rounds, hospital A must propose 1/3 probability mass to doctor i, and
i must accept since it ranks hospital A first. For the same reason, doctor i will never reject
hospital A, and then algorithm a does not return the only PIIF and weakly ex-ante stable
solution. Hospital A notices the difference in the preferences when hospital D proposes
some probability mass to doctor j, and doctor j rejects hospital A some probability mass
from A.

Thus, finish the proof, we have to show that hospital D proposes to doctor j after at least β +
1 rounds. We show that hospital D must propose to the doctors in D\ {i, j, k, l} by order of
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its preferences, and for this cluster each of them in a singleton. Otherwise, algorithm a might
return an unstable allocation. We show this by induction over the doctors in D\ {i, j, k, l} by
order of preferences.

Base: The first doctor that hospital D proposes must be d1. Otherwise, if hospital D is ranked
highest by all the doctors, any other doctor that D proposes will accept, and the output will
be unstable. In the first round, hospital D cannot distinguish this case from any other case.
Thus, hospital D must cluster d1 in a singleton, and propose to it in the first round.

Step: The m-th doctor that hospital D proposes must be ranked m-th by D. Denote by
r̃D, hospital D’s preferences in terms of stochastic domination. Assume from the induction
assumption that until step t, hospital D proposed to clusters that contain doctors from the
set

Sm−1 =
{

r̃D(m′) : m′ ≤ m− 1
}

.

We claim that at step t + 1, hospital D proposes to clusters that contain doctors from Sm.
Otherwise, consider the case where for every doctor d ∈ Sm−1, r−1

d (D) = |D| there exists
some hospital h ∈ H\ {D} such that r−1

d (h) = 1 and r̃−1
h (d) = 1. For every doctor d ∈ Sm−1,

in any weakly ex-ante stable allocation, doctor d must be matched to the hospital they ranked
first with probability 1.

In round t + 1, hospital D does not have any knowledge about the preferences of the doctors
in D\Sm−1. Assume that for every doctor d ∈ D\Sm−1, r−1

d (D) = 1. Then, since they rank
hospital D first, any doctor from D\Sm that hospital D proposes is matched to hospital D
in the final allocation. However, the only weakly ex-ante stable solutions are those where
hospital D is matched to its m-th preferred doctor. Thus, hospital D cannot propose at step
t + 1 to any doctor in D\Sm. Hospital D has no knowledge about the preferences of the
doctors in D\Sm in round t + 1, therefore, hospital D must propose only to clusters that
contain doctors from Sm.

We are now set to prove Theorem 6.10.

Proof of Theorem 6.10. The proof is immediate from Theorem 6.13 and Theorem 6.11.

7 Open Questions

We leave several questions open. We do not resolve the question of whether fairness and stability
are compatible for general metrics or unfair preferences. Specifically, fair and stable solutions exist
in our negative examples, and it is only that the local-proposing algorithm fails to find it. Proving
the general existence of fair and stable solutions and whether they can be obtained by different
algorithms than the ones we considered is an interesting direction for future work.

Also, the negative results presented in Section 6.3, where the hospital preferences are individually
fair, brings to mind that this might not be the right way to enforce fairness over the preferences.
The inherent problem in the examples in Section 6 is that in some cases, a hospital has to be
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matched to a doctor it does not want to in order to achieve its best outcome, and in some not.
The fact that the hospital does not want to be matched to the doctor but has to implies that the
preferences are not really fair, although they do satisfy the criteria of individual fairness.
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A Generalization of Compatibility Result

In this section, we present a generalization for the result from Section 5. We show that for a more
relaxed requirement for the hospital preferences, we can still guarantee fairness and stability for
the setting of a proto-metric, using Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4. We show this for the general
stability definition, set contract stability, see theorem 3.11.

First, we present another definition for IF preferences, rank individual fairness, which is a relaxation
of both Definition 2.11 and Definition 2.10. This definition guarantees that for every two doctors
i and j, the statistical distance between the rank distribution induced by the preferences of any
hospital h for doctors i and j is bounded by their distance according to the metric.

Definition A.1 (Rank Individual Fairness Preferences). Let D be a set of doctors, h ∈ H a hospital,
d : D ×D → [0, 1] a pseudometric and let rh be h’s (probabilistic) preference. Preference rh is considered
rank individually fair if for every two doctors i, j ∈ D,

DTV(r−1
h (i), r−1

h (j)) ≤ d(i, j).

Corollary A.2. If d is a proto metric and h ∈ H is a hospital with rank individually fair preferences then
for every i, j ∈ D such that d(i, j) = 0, i.e. i and j are in the same cluster,

∀k ∈ [n] : Pr[rh(k) = i] = Pr[rh(k) = j].

A.1 Reduction from Rank IF Preferences to Strict IF Preferences

We present an algorithm that takes as input rank individually fair preferences and outputs strict
individually fair preferences. We show that any allocation that is PIIF and contract stable for the
strict individually fair preferences is also PIIF and set contract stable for the rank individually fair
preferences.

For a fixed hospital h ∈ H, algorithm 6 takes as input rank individually fair preferences and
returns a function oh : C × C → {−1, 1, 0}. If for two clusters C1, C2 ∈ C the preferences of
the hospital are exactly the same, then the function will return 0, i.e., hospital h is indifferent.
Otherwise, the algorithm finds the minimal value of rank r ∈ [n] such that there exists doctors
i ∈ C1 and j ∈ C2

Pr[r−1
h (i) ≤ r] 6= Pr[r−1

h (j) ≤ r].

If
Pr[r−1

h (i) ≤ r] > Pr[r−1
h (j) ≤ r]

then oh(C1, C2) = 1, otherwise, oh(C1, C2) = −1.

From the function oh, we can conclude an order over the clusters, if oh(C1, C2) = 1 then C1 �h C2,
if oh(C1, C2) = −1, then C2 �h C1, and if oh(C1, C2) = 0 the order is chosen arbitrarily.
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Algorithm 6 Rank IF to cluster IF (RankToCluster(P, C, R, r))
Input Rank IF preferences rh : [R] → D, set of clusters C, number of ranks R, current rank

r
1: if r = R + 1 or |C| = 1 then
2: Define the function o : C × C → {−1, 0, 1} such that

∀C1, C2 ∈ C : o(C1, C2) = 0.

3: return o.
4: else
5: Define pC,r ← Prrh [rh(r) ∈ C]/|C|. //The probability of each doctor in C to be ranked r-th.
6: Create a partition C1, ..., Ck over C such that Ci = {C ∈ C : pC,r = pi} and p1 > p2 > ... > pk.
7: for all i ∈ [k] do
8: oi ← RankToCluster(rh, Ci, R, r + 1).
9: end for

10: Define o : C × C → {−1, 0, 1} such that ∀i, j ∈ [k], C1 ∈ Ci, C2 ∈ Cj,

o(C1, C2) =


−1, i > j
oi(C1, C2), i = j
1, i > j

11: return o.
12: end if

Claim A.3. Let H be a set of hospitals, D be a set of doctors, d : D ×D → {0, 1} be a proto-metric, C
be a partition to clusters over D and P = {rh : [n]→ D}h∈H be rank individually fair preferences of the
hospitals over D. If for every h ∈ H, we run Algorithm 6 over rh, C, n, 1, and receive a preferences over the
partition C, PC = {r̃h : [|C|]→ C}h∈H for every h ∈ H. Then every allocation that is contract stable with
respect to PC is set contract stable with respect to P .

Proof. Let π be a contract stable allocation with respect to PC . Assume for contradiction there
exists an active set contract µ = (h,D′, a, σ) ∈ H × P(D)× [0, 1]× ∆(D\D′) with respect to P .
Denote πµ as the allocation π after activating µ.

In this proof, we assume without loss of generality that for every two clusters C1, C2 ∈ C, oh(C1, C2) 6=
0. Otherwise, we can define C̃ to be the set of clusters where every two clusters C1, C2 ∈ C where
oh(C1, C2) = 0 are united to the same cluster and continue this proof over C̃.

Since PC is strict individually fair and d is a proto-metric we use contract stability (Definition 3.5)
for the stability of PC .

Let’s denote by Sµ ∈ D × D ×H the set of “possible contracts” with respect to the set contract
µ: For every (i, i′, h′) ∈ Sµ, doctor i′ is in the set D′, doctor i is in the support of σ, h �i h′ and
Pr[π(h) = i′ ∧ π(i) = h′] > 0. In other words, Sµ is the set of doctors and hospitals such that
there is an event (with positive probability) where hospital h is matched to doctor i′ and proposes
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to doctor i, and doctor i accepts since doctor i prefer hospital h over its current match, hospital h′.

Since the allocation π is contract stable with respect to PC , for every (i, i′, h′) ∈ Sµ, we know that
r̃−1

h (C) ≥ r̃−1
h (C′) where clusters C and C′ are the clusters that contain doctors i and i′ respectively.

We also know that Sµ is not empty and there is at least one set (i, i′, h′) ∈ Sµ where r̃−1
h (C) >

r̃−1
h (C′) since otherwise π(h) �h πµ(h) which contradicts the assumption that µ is active. For any

set (i, i′, h′) ∈ Sµ where r̃−1
h (C) > r̃−1

h (C′), there exists ri,i′ ∈ [|C| − 1] such that

∀r < ri,i′ : Pr[r−1
h (i) ≤ r] = Pr[r−1

h (i′) ≤ r]

Pr[r−1
h (i) ≤ ri,i′ ] < Pr[r−1

h (i′) ≤ ri,i′ ]

For every set where r̃−1
h (C) = r̃−1

h (C′), for convenience, we denote ri,i′ = |C|.

Let’s denote by r∗ the minimal rank that satisfy the above for some set i∗, i∗′, h∗, i.e.

r∗ = min
(i,i′,h′)∈Sµ

ri,i′

i∗, i∗′, h∗ ∈ argmin
(i,i′,h′)∈Sµ

ri,i′ .

Then we have that

∀(i, i′, h′) ∈ Sµ : Pr[r−1
h (i) ≤ r∗] ≤ Pr[r−1

h (i′) ≤ r∗]

Pr[r−1
h (i∗) ≤ r∗] < Pr[r−1

h (i∗′) ≤ r∗].

This implies that

Pr[r−1
h (πµ(h)) ≤ r∗]− Pr[r−1

h (πµ(h)) ≤ r∗] =

∑
(i,i′,h′)∈Sµ

Pr[π(h) = i′ ∧ π(i) = h′]Pr[σ = i](Pr[r−1
h (i) ≤ r∗]− Pr[r−1

h (i′) ≤ r∗]) ≤

Pr[π(h) = i∗′ ∧ π(i∗) = h∗′]Pr[σ = i](Pr[r−1
h (i∗) ≤ r∗]− Pr[r−1

h (i∗′) ≤ r∗]) < 0

Thus, πµ(h) 6�h π(h) with contradiction to the assumption that µ is an active set contract.

Corollary A.4. Given a set of rank individually fair preferences P we can run Algorithm 6 and get a set
of strict individually fair preferences PC . Then we can run Algorithm 3 or Algorithm 4 and get a fair and
contract stable allocation with respect to PC and it will also be fair and set contract stable with respect to P .
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